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Strength in Our Roots, Makes Us Stronger Today.

Since we opened our doors over 90 years ago, Crown City Hardware has committed itself to providing the most extensive collection of restoration, decorative and antique hardware coupled with unparalleled customer service. From the modest bungalow, to a period movie set, to everything in between, our vast collection now encompasses over 100,000 hardware items in a wide range of prices, design periods and finishes all supported by our expert service.

We invite you to shop our collection via the web, catalog or store:
www.restoration.com • The Crown City Collection Vol. 7 • 1047 N. Allen Ave, Pasadena, CA

CROWN CITY HARDWARE
"Get lost in the details"

Photos from our Pasadena store and an actual customer quote: “This is not a hardware store, it's hardware heaven!”
Start a meaningful new holiday tradition this year with heirloom-quality Ephraim Faience art pottery. Browse our catalog at www.ephraimpottery.com, then call 1-888-704-POTS to place your order. Many beautiful pieces are in stock for holiday shipment.

Ephraim Faience Pottery

IT'S MORE THAN POTTERY. IT'S A LIFESTYLE.
The most authentic and beautiful carpets in the Arts & Crafts tradition come from our looms to your floor. Call for a dealer in your area 1-800-333-1801
Thoughtful gift shopping

Often on this page I talk about whatever especially caught my fancy as we prepared the magazine: an Adirondack camp that reminded me of childhood vacations, a color feature that inspired me to paint my bedroom. In this issue, it's a whole batch of ads.

For the first time, we put together a Holiday Emporium (pp. 91–95) so that artisans and manufacturers could pick certain gift-worthy items to introduce. One humid afternoon, overheated and weary-eyed, I asked the production department for the early proofs of those pages. "Why... shopping?" Jessica grinned. "Proofing," I retorted, and climbed back to my muggy attic.

When I read them, my mood improved. Such fun! I was surprised to find how many of the companies already have me as a customer. (In the past few years, I've purchased staff gifts from Ephraim Faience, note cards from Arts & Crafts Press, welcome mats from Dard Hunter, my pocketbook—Celtic Knot pattern in chenille, 'Woodland' colorway—from Archive Edition Textiles, a silver bracelet from Jennifer Wentzel, and ornaments from Carl Radke. I visited SeasonS at Calmore on a photo shoot in New Hampshire, and I thought I'd personally discovered Jonathan's Spoons at Peter’s Valley craft village in New Jersey. (Apparently Oprah had already discovered Jonathan. I love his wood spatulas—threw out all my Teflon ones.) As I wrote this, I visited Retro Redheads online to see what I might have bought there, and ended up buying two Christmas presents, in September.

But it's not just that the pages include old friends.

Like all of the advertisers in our magazines, these are good people with unique products. I would so much rather buy gifts from them than, say, at the mall. The mall is where my best friend first voiced the opinion that I might be ever so slightly autistic. (We've been friends a long time.) She'd long ago noted my hair-trigger startle reflex, my discomfort with bright lights and loud noises. At the mall, she saw just what too much stim does to me, especially accompanied by mass-market products, anonymity, and crowds.

Who needs it? Buy from friends.
That's one possible explanation for the missing toxins.

The number of accounts are staggering. Eyewitnesses in distinctive homes across the nation all report the sighting of thousands of bright, durable colors from a paint with zero VOCs and zero toxins.

How is this uncanny combination of beauty and safety possible? Did Mythic, the world's only high performance, non-toxic paint come to us from lands unknown? While the answer remains a mystery, one thing is decidedly certain: Intelligent life does exist.

888-714-9422
mythicpaint.com

ZERO TOXINS.
INFINITE BEAUTY.
THE LEGEND GOES ON.
House Proud
Pride in interior design is a relatively new concept that didn’t begin until the 19th century. As a new exhibition at the Cooper-Hewitt National Design Museum demonstrates, it wasn’t until the rise of the middle class and our consumer economy that the decoration of residential interiors became a matter of interest and conversation. “House Proud: 19th-century Watercolor Interiors from the Thaw Collection,” is a showcase of meticulously detailed 19th-century European interiors in watercolor. Intricate drawings show the evolution of interior domestic spaces, beginning with formal salons in the Chinoiserie, Gothic, and Rococo Revival styles and progressing to drawing rooms, winter gardens, libraries, sitting rooms, bedrooms, and music rooms, as well as artist’s studios. The luminous watercolors certainly gave me a few good new ideas for my own Victorian interiors (remember footstools?) If you are in New York over the holidays, I highly recommend a visit: the exhibition is open through Jan. 25, 2009, and its accompanying catalog is a good addition for your library. (212) 849-8400, cooperhewitt.org —BDC

As we return to traditionally planned neighborhoods, we recognize the bungalow as a philosophy first and a building style second.” —Christian Gladu, The New Bungalow, 2001
Hundreds of unique, hard to find, exclusive items that enable you to easily connect your home from the present to the past. We make character building easy!!!

heat registers  house numbers  screen doors  stencils  rugs
cold air returns  kaleidoscopes  picture frames  mirrors  wicker
doorknobs  door knockers  napkin rings  plaques  jewelry
fonts  doorbell buttons  fireplace tools  hardware  lighting

...and lots more!!

509-232-2488

www.VictorianConnection.com
Gladu in Colorado
Author and designer Christian Gladu will speak on “Scaling Down and Greening Up” as part of the Colorado Arts & Crafts Society’s Winter Symposium, Jan. 24, 2009. The event will be held from 5–9 p.m. at the Boettcher Mansion in Golden, Colo. An advocate of designs that integrate the style and charm of the past in new small homes, Gladu is the owner of The Bungalow Company in Bend, Oregon (thebungalowcompany.com). He is also the author of The New Bungalow, Small Bungalows, and Bungalow Plans. Tickets are $50 with discounts for members. (720) 497-7632, coloarts-crafts.org

OPEN HOUSE
As other prominent house museums struggle to keep afloat, Biltmore, the 1895 chateau built for George and Edith Vanderbilt in Asheville, N.C., continues to thrive. True, the Richard Morris Hunt castle is America’s largest house, modeled after three 16th-century French chateaux. Remarkably, it is still in family hands, which is partly the key to its success. Just as the Vanderbilts established an entire community of craftsmen on the Frederick Law Olmsted-designed grounds to support the construction of Biltmore House, the current owners continue to stimulate cottage industries. New businesses include a winery and several inns on the 8,000-acre property, which offers unmatched views of the Blue Ridge Mountains. Despite the high cost of admission (up to $59 during the Christmas season, which begins Nov. 1), Biltmore is busy year-round. Restoration continues apace at the 250-room mansion; in late May 2009, the four second-floor bedrooms that comprise the Louis XV suite will open to the public. Decorated in 18th-century French Rococo style, these were family rooms; daughter Cornelia was born in the Louis XV room in 1900, as were her two sons, George and Henry Cecil. Biltmore, 1 Approach Rd., Asheville, NC, (800) 411-3812, biltmore.com

Hunt adapted elements of three famous Loire Valley chateaux—Blois, Chenonceau, and Chambord—to create Biltmore.
July 21st 2008

Dear Pacific Columns,

Thank you for your recent inquiry about our interior column project. We have been very pleased with the result and would love to share it with you.

We used interior columns on either side of the front entry hall, to separate the dining room from the back hall, and to accent our great room with the breakfast bar.

The round white columns were chosen to accent the more formal rooms in the house while the square taupe columns were used in a more informal setting, our great room-kitchen area.

The blue room is our formal living room, the burgundy with white columns is the formal dining room, and the cranberry with taupe square columns is our informal great room-kitchen. We also cut 2 of the square columns to sit on either end of the breakfast bar. We love the columns and they are always a conversation piece by all who visit.

Our builder was Todd Fowler from Staunton, VA.

His company name is Sevenodd, Inc. and his website is

http://www.7oddinc.com/Home.htm

Sincerely,

Karen Harvill
Harrisonburg, Virginia
Don't miss...


- ANTIQUE & FINE FURNISHINGS ESTATE AUCTION, Nov. 11, Pasadena, CA. Featuring Frank Lloyd Wright furniture from the estate of Donald and Donna Duncan, including an original Wright slipper chair from the William E. Martin House, a high chair from the William Drummond House, and Wright-designed building blocks. John Moran Auctioneers, (626) 793-1833, johnmoran.com

- HOLIDAY HOME TOUR, Dec. 5–6, Houston, TX. Tours of historic homes in the Houston Heights neighborhood. (713) 861-4002, houstonheights.org

- "DECO THE HALLS," Dec. 6–7 Concourse Exhibition Center, San Francisco Art Deco and Modernism sale, vintage fashion show, swing dance performance. (415) 393-3008, artdecosale.com

- CASTLE GREEN HOLIDAY TOUR, Dec. 7, Pasadena, CA. Walking tour of Castle Green residential complex, built in 1898. (626) 577-6765, castlegreen.com


Gladys Montgomery is writing a book to be titled Carpenter Gothic Style. (The publisher is Rizzoli, and publication date is 2011.) Gladys is seeking restored private and museum houses—or rooms decorated in period style. Please contact her at GladysCGl@aol.com
DESIGN CLASSICS

NOW OLD-HOUSE INTERIORS OFFERS MORE COVERAGE OF HOUSES 1700–1840

FROM COLONIAL ERA through 20th-century romantic revivals, we’ve showcased period design ever since OLD-HOUSE INTERIORS launched in 1995. Our commitment to early houses is now stronger than ever, as we feature pre-1840 homes and products in every issue of the magazine. And we’re pleased to announce our annual Special Issue called EARLY HOMES! Here you’ll find lavish photos, intelligent writers, and illustrated pages devoted to the best contemporary products.

• Our editorial coverage is focused and impressive: First Period through the Georgian, Federal, and early Greek Revival styles, high-style and vernacular, with regional flavor. You’ll find, too, the best in Revival architecture and interiors. Subscribe to the magazine that’s all about design quality!

PATRICIA POORE, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

TO ORDER: Use the postpaid order cards opposite, or call 800-462-0211 and ask for operator #25.
GIFTS: Your thoughtfulness remembered all year—fill out the gift card opposite or call the number above; we’ll even send a card to announce your gift.
Classic Accents
MANUFACTURERS OF THE PUSHBUTTON SWITCH • EST 1984

PUSHBUTTON LIGHT SWITCHES AVAILABLE WITH DIMMER, SINGLE OR 3-WAY OVER 25 STYLES OF COVER PLATES-DECORATIVE, PLAIN AND SOLID BRASS

P.O. BOX 1181, DEPT. OHIO4, SOUTHGATE, MI 48195
(P) 800.245.7742 • (F) 734.284.7305 • (E) classicaccents@bignet.net
CALL FOR A FREE CATALOGUE • VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT classicaccents.net

Better with Age!

Antique Flooring Aged to Perfection
Add Hand Hewn Beams and Barnwood Siding to bring a “Touch of the Past” to your next project.

Conklin's Authentic Antique Barnwood & Hand Hewn Beams, Inc.
Susquehanna, Pennsylvania • Phone (570) 465-3832
couklinsbarnwood.com
Retro Range Hood

Quiet and powerful, the ClaMic is the perfect complement to a vintage O'Keefe & Merritt or Chambers stove. The limited-edition hood comes in widths from 30" to 48" and five standard colors. Custom colors are extra. Prices range for $671 to $1,696. From Vent-A-Hood, (800) 331-2492, vcntahood.com

Sculptural Joinery

The Sawback is a re-issue of a classic Hans Wegner chair from the 1950s. In oak and walnut with an oiled finish, the chair measures 29" wide x 26" deep. Offered with in-home delivery, the Sawback retails for $2,550. From Room & Board, (800) 301-9720, roomandboard.com

Murals Step by Step

Hope Angier will custom design and hand-paint stair-riser murals to your specifications. The murals can be painted on site, or individually painted so that they can easily go with you if you move. Prices typically begin at about $130 per riser. For a custom quote, contact (207) 386-5692, hopeangier.com
Oak and Acorn Pull
Figured with an oak branch and dangling acorns, the Victorian bail pull should segue easily from late Victorian to Arts and Crafts cabinetry. In satin brass, the pull measures 4 1/2" long x 1 3/8" wide. It sells for $8.90. From Crown City Hardware, (800) 950-1047, restoration.com

Fifties Mod
With names like Whale Tail, Boomerang, and Saturn and Star, these die-cast zinc pulls and knobs are sure to brighten up a Ranch house kitchen. In polished chrome, brushed chrome, or oil-rubbed bronze, prices range from $4 to $7 each. From Satellite, (888) 401-1900, satelitemodern.com

Glass from the Past
Accent your circa 1900 cabinets with new hardware. The 3" glass bin pulls are available with ribbed, transparent, and frosted effects ($11.99 each). The square purple faux glass knob sells for $4.39. From Van Dyke’s Restorers, (800) 558-1234, vandykes.com

Kelmscott in Bronze
Named for the home of William Morris, pieces in the cast-bronze Kelmscott Manor suite are shown in a dark bronze finish. Prices for cabinet back plates, knobs, and pulls range from $16 to $28. The 15" appliance pull is $259. All from Schaub & Co., (616) 871-0040, schaubandcompany.com

Naturally Yours
Spun from a molten, lead-free pewter, the Acorn knob pull is part of a suite featuring leaf and four-petal flower knobs, plus acorn and flower-decorated pulls. The three-dimensional knob measures 1 3/4" x 1". It retails for $19.99. From Acorn Manufacturing, (800) 835-0121, acornmfg.com
INTRODUCING:

Bradbury & Bradbury Art

Fabric

...shown here in "Sunflower"

Also available in "Acanthus" and "Willow" in a versatile Burgundy hue.

Browse our entire catalog and order samples online:

www.bradbury.com

707.746.1900

Bucks County Soapstone

These extraordinary sinks are a natural fit in your home.

www.buckscountysoapstone.com ~ Phone: (215) 249-8181 ~ Fax: (215) 249-8183
**Keepsake Ornaments**

These handmade holiday ornaments are made with traditional Dresden trims and foils from Germany, vintage scraps, crinkle wire, and tinsel. The six-piece Angels Keepsake Set in green comes in its own wood box and sells for $62. From 32° North, (760) 801-2494, vintage-ornaments.com (or 32degreesn.com for make-your-own supplies).

**Tile Tapestry**

Treat your kitchen to a tapestry of hand-carved terra-cotta tiles in rich, museum quality glazes. The backsplash shown features interlocking iris tiles and a Harlequin border from the Garden series in ochre and black. For pricing, contact Moore-Merkowitz Tile, (607) 587-9052, mooremerkowitz.com

**Gifts for the House**

**Red, White, Gold, and Blue**

In holiday-friendly colors, the all-cotton Uzbek pillow kit is based on a traditional 19th-century Uzbekistan textile pattern. The kit for the finished 18" x 17" pillow requires only two simple embroidery stitches and includes all fabric, embroidery thread, needle, and instructions. It’s $68 from Ehrman Tapestry, (888) 826-8600, ehrmantapestry.com

**More Teco**

Five new historic silhouettes in seven additional colors are available in the Teco Art Pottery Collection. All vases are slipcast earthenware, glazed and finished in water-tight matte satin. They’re priced from $60 to $195. From Prairie Arts (prairie-arts.com), available through ShopWright, (877) 848-3559, shopwright.org

**Green Leaves, Red Berries**

Howard border is an Aesthetic Movement paper from the Aesthetic Ceiling Set. The frieze measures 8 ¾" wide. It’s sold by the yard, with three individual borders per width. The paper costs $27 per yard. From Mason & Wolf, (732) 866-0451, mason-wolf.com
Prairie Present

Tim Pursell specializes in Arts and Crafts-style lighting, clocks, and furniture. His Prairie-influenced cutting boards make a perfect holiday gift. The "Bungalow Board" shown measures 9" x 6". It sells for $45. Others range from $25 to $95 each. From Grand Prairie Woodworks, (708) 798-5223, grandprairiewoodworks.com

Fancy Shades

Add sparkle to your fixtures with new or replacement shades in hand-blown, etched, or wheel-cut glass. The mouth-blown iridescent peacock blue tulip shade is $114.39. The etched glass amber bell shade sells for $33.59. The wheel-cut glass shade is $70.95. From House of Antique Hardware, (888) 223-2545, hoah.biz

Tree and Nutcracker

In wintery mint and forest green accented with red, this quartersawn oak-framed trio makes a perfect holiday decoration. Two Dard Hunter trees flank the new Nutcracker. The tiles measure 4" x 8" and are also available individually. The set is $284. From Motawi Tileworks, (734) 213-0017, motawi.com

Heirloom Rocker

Every detail in this child's-size continuous arm chair rocker is made to the exacting standards of its full-size counterpart. Measuring 20" high x 11" wide, it costs $1,175. Available for holiday delivery if ordered by Dec. 10. From Thos. Moser, (800) 862-1973, thosmoser.com
Shutter Pups
Add period detail to your shutters with these replicas of early American shutter dogs in hand-forged iron, forged steel, or cast aluminum. The rat tail design is $24 per pair. The hammered S dogs are $28 per set. From Shuttercraft, (203) 245-2608, shuttercraft.com

Very English
The Tulip insert fireplace is accented with panels of twice-fired tube-lined tiles in the Victorian manner. Sold with the insert, gas fire, and tiles as shown, the set (exclusive of mantel, hearth, and shipping) retails for $1,225. From Cast Iron Fires, (617) 265-5511, castironfires.com

Brass & Irons
Knife-blade andirons were a popular type in the 18th century; these fine, American-made antique reproductions would be stunning in both early and revival homes. With brass diamond and flame finial as shown: HA 165-008, 23" high, $910.86 the pair. From Ball and Ball, (800) 257-3711, ballandball.com

Gaslight Revival
This five-shade chandelier in polished brass is loaded with authentic Victorian lighting details like decorative keys and scrolled embellishments. It’s 34" wide and adjustable up to 42" long. The piece retails for $1,850. From Roy Electric Lighting, (800) 366-3347, royelectric.com

Glam Mirror
These reproduction brass-framed mirrors feature typical '20s and '30s details like top-to-bottom side hinges and beveled glass. Custom made to your exact specifications, prices start at $3,000. From Wilmette Hardware, (866) 864-6396, wilmettehardware.com
Estate Auction

Featuring 20th Century Design


Tuesday, November 11, 2008

Preview Opens 1:00 pm :: Discovery Sale @ 3:30 pm
Catalogued Evening Sale @ 6:30 pm
Pasadena Convention Center
300 East Green Street Pasadena California
View Catalogue @ johnmoran.com

Antique & Fine Art Auctioneers Inc.

735 West Woodbury Road Altadena California 91001
626 793 1833 :: info@johnmoran.com

Circle no. 324

custom. period.

Furniture that fits. True custom cabinetry. The perfect fit for your period home.

Period styling.
Handcrafted to the finest quality.

800-999-4994 :: www.crownpointincabinetry.com
It's easy to understand why this style is popular for kitchens, remodeled & brand new. **BY PATRICIA POORE**

A case has been made for the true bungalow-era kitchen in this magazine, and in Jane Powell's bestselling book *Bungalow Kitchens*. Those kitchens from the first quarter of the 20th century were smallish rooms, separated from the rest of the living area, “sanitary” in their use of white tile and ivory enamel. Cabinets were plain, the floor was linoleum, and lighting was utilitarian.

It’s a good model to follow if you are restoring a bungalow. It’s an easy look to capture, and it’s just as efficient and easy to maintain as ever. Even with the addition of a few extra details, it won’t cost an arm and a leg.

So why are so many people ignoring precedent and choosing high-end, quarter-sawn oak cabinets, mica lanterns, handmade tile, and rubbed bronze hardware for their kitchens?
Elements of the new Arts and Crafts kitchen (clockwise from far left): an antique chandelier with reproduction textiles (textilestudio.com), artisan-made copper hood (historicalarts.com), a refurbished old stove (Magic Chef, 1930s). Period hardware on authentic cabinets (cookandcookcabinetry.com). Built-ins and nooks (crown-point.com). Today’s art tile (handcrafttile.com) with modern appliances. Special details like cherry wood and leaded glass (design by The Johnson Partnership, Seattle).
A&C kitchen RESOURCES
(National cabinet companies with an A&C specialty, and two important books.)

- COOK & COOK (207) 885-0767, cookandcookcabinetry.com
- CROWN POINT CABINETRY (800) 999-4994, crown-point.com
- THE KENNEBEC COMPANY (207) 443-2131, kennebeccompanv.com
- NR HILLER DESIGN (812) 825-5872, nrhillerdesign.com
- PLAIN & FANCY (800) 447-9006, plainfancycabinetry.com

- BUNGALOW KITCHENS by Jane Powell and Linda Svendsen [Gibbs Smith, 2000]
- THE NEW BUNGALOW KITCHEN by Peter LaBau [Taunton Press, 2007]

More at OHI’s designcentersourcebook.com, search these categories and subcategories:
Kitchens; Art Tile; Arts & Crafts Lighting; Hardware; Resilient Flooring (for linoleum).

For one thing, we don’t use kitchens today the way we did in 1915. Rather than a service room, the kitchen has become a public center of the house, outfitted more like the living and dining rooms. In renovations, the original kitchen is often made larger (perhaps with a rear addition) and is opened up to the rest of the house. At this point, the plain white enamel look becomes the anachronism. Finally, the Arts and Crafts Revival that is in full swing has introduced its own conventions. The beautifully detailed kitchen is one of them.

The idea works for many types of houses, not just bungalows. It’s become the default style for much new construction. It’s also become a standard course for 19th century houses, because A&C-era kitchens had built-in cabinets, counter space, electricity—all more appealing than the typical Victorian larder and scullery.

THE NEW ARTS AND CRAFTS KITCHEN is based on a handful of materials and motifs, shown here in kitchens that were updated or remodeled, as well as in newly constructed houses. The room starts with cabinetwork, often in oak or cherry and with period-style kicks, door and drawer construction, and furniture details. (Built-ins, window seats, and breakfast nooks all have made a comeback.) Countertops often vary in the room; wood may be used along with soapstone, marble, or tile. Arts and Crafts-style hard-
Climate SEAL

- Magnetic interior storm window for maximum efficiency and easy removal.
- Helps maintain the integrity and improves the efficiency of your existing windows.
- 40-60% improved thermal efficiency.
- Rapid payback through energy cost savings.
- Elimination of drafts and condensation.
- 50-80% sound reduction from the exterior.
- Filters harmful ultra-violet light to protect against sun damage and fading.
- Custom colors, shapes and designs are the standard.
- Extensive dealer & installer network available or DIY approved.

877-773-7379
sales@climateseal.com • www.climateseal.com

Circle no. 685
More coveted now, perhaps, than even when this bungalow was built in 1916: the cozy BREAKFAST NOOK.

Options in art tile today far exceed those of a century ago—it's so hard to choose! Many people use artisan-made tile as an arresting backdrop for a room that straightforwardly incorporates modern appliances. An artisan-made copper or zinc hood adds textured color and craftsmanship to make the stove (or cooktop) the centerpiece of the kitchen. The use of a stunning antique (a ceiling fixture, a Hoosier cabinet, a Magic Chef stove) lends authenticity even when the room is brand new. Stenciled or embroidered textiles for windows and table add just the right amount of Arts and Crafts design motifs and an old-fashioned softness. For unbeatable authenticity, many people collect kitchenware from the Twenties or Thirties, some of which is available in reproduction.

Copper, art tile, naturally finished wood, stone, period hardware and lighting come together in a high-quality, artisan-made, warm and textural kitchen, a room at the center of family life.

See Find it Here, p. 96, and find many more sources at our designcentersourcebook.com
Who knew? Carriage house doors you’d swear were 100 years old swing open at the touch of a button. Garage doors composed mostly of polystyrene and steel look just as authentic as real wood.

**High Tech, Period Style**

BY MARY ELLEN POLSON

Thank heaven builders finally realized that garage doors are critical elements in residential architecture. The new garages not only faithfully reflect period styles, but they’re also state of the art in terms of longevity and durability, insulation value, even wind resistance in hurricane-prone areas. High-end makers ensure that your door opens with the ease of a push-button, even if your choice is a barn door swing-out or sliding mechanism.

First a point of clarification: even custom garage doors marketed as wood are seldom ALL wood, because most usually include insulation. The best are likely to be configured as a wood-framed door with a real wood exterior surface, backed by a high-R-value polystyrene core and sealed on the interior with either wood, plywood, steel, or another material.

Designer Doors’ I- and E-Frame wood doors, for example, are framed in solid 1 3/8” Douglas fir and trimmed on the exterior in the wood species and pattern on your choice. Underneath, the frame holds a ½” insulating polystyrene core in place. The interior backing is a stainable, exterior-grade plywood. Other technological tweaks include impervious sealants, an integrated drip cap, beveled trim boards, and built-in ventilation to help keep moisture from penetrating the door.

It’s a given that the surface appearance can be configured in almost any panel or plank design: the idea being that you can match the door’s appearance to original details on the house. Most begin with traditional surface millwork (i.e., beadboard, flush board, or V-groove). The surface can be trimmed with relief pieces, such as horizontal and vertical boards, cross braces, half braces, and curved half braces.

Other detailing includes hardware that’s purely decorative (clavos and strap hinges, for example) or functional (entry sets). Door glazing is offered in traditional configurations and in some cases, a choice of half-a-dozen glass types, from double-insulated clear to seed and pattern glass.
GET EXPERT ADVICE on building, renovating, or furnishing a home in the Arts and Crafts spirit four times per year! Our mission: to celebrate the revival of quality and craftsmanship.

TO ORDER: Use the postpaid order cards opposite, or call 800-967-3462 and charge to mc or visa. GIFTS: Your thoughtfulness remembered all year—fill out the gift card opposite or call the number above; we'll even send a card to announce your gift.
Period-friendly **GARAGE DOORS & HARDWARE**

These companies offer garage doors and accompanying hardware in styles that reflect late-19th- and early-20th-century carriage houses, barns, and garages.

**DOORS**

- **AMARR GARAGE DOORS** (NC) (800) 503-DOOR, amarr.com
  Wood, wood composite, steel
- **ARCHITECTURAL GARAGE DOOR MFG.** (IL) (815) 344-9910
  woodgaragedoor.com Wood
- **CARRIAGE HOUSE DOOR CO.** (CA) (866) 890-1776
  carriagedoor.com Wood, steel
- **CLOPAY BUILDING PRODUCTS** (OH) (800) 225-6729
  clopaydoor.com Wood, steel, aluminum
- **DESIGNER DOORS** (WI) (800) 241-0525,
  designerdoors.com Wood
- **ERLER DESIGN** (VA) 434-953-6747
  erlerdesign.com Wood
- **EVERGREEN CARRIAGE DOORS** (WA) (800) 654-0750, evergreenbraiagedoors.com Wood
- **GALLENBERG STUDIO** (WI) (715) 882-4900, gallenbergsstudio.com Wood
- **GARA GA** (OC) (800) 464-2724, garag.com Steel, steel with wood composite, aluminum
- **HAHN'S WOODWORKING CO.** (NJ) (908) 793-1415, hahnswoodworking.com Wood
- **INDUSTRIAL DOOR COMPANY** (MN) (888) 798-0199, idodoors.com Wood, wood composite, steel
- **JELD-WEN** (OR) (800) 535-3936, jeld-wen.com Wood, steel
- **MAINE DOOR CO.** (ME) (866) 379-4265, mainedoors.com Wood
- **RAYNOR GARAGE DOOR** (IL) (815) 288-1431, raynor.com Wood, steel
- **REAL CARRIAGE DOOR CO.** (WA) (800) 694-5977, realcarriagedoors.com Wood
- **RED LAKE CUSTOM DOORS** (MN) (712) 269-0331, redlakestructuraldoors.com Wood
- **SECTIONS** (MN) (877) 707-8810, sections.com Wood, steel
- **SUMMIT DOOR** (CA) (888) SMT-DOOR, summitdoorinc.com Wood, wood composite

**SELECTED HARDWARE**

- **ACORN MANUFACTURING** (800) 835-0121, acornmfg.com
- **EUROPEAN HARDWARE CO.** (800) 975-7089, europeanhardware.com • **KAYNE & SONS** (828) 688-68, customforgedhardware.com • **MONTANA HINGE & HARDWARE** (406) 547-2145, montanahinge.com • **RICHARDS WILCOX RESTORATION HARDWARE** (800) 253-5668, rwhardware.com • **SNUG HARBOR HARDWARE** (800) 637-5427, snugcottagehardware.com

**VARIATIONS ON A DOOR**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>Mechanism/Extras</th>
<th>Pluses</th>
<th>Maintenance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>WOOD</strong></td>
<td>Solid wood frame, surface, and trim, usually with polystyrene insulation</td>
<td>Overhead, swing out, and bi-fold mechanisms; wind load doors up to 150 mph</td>
<td>Choice of virtually any wood species and finish; decorative and functional hardware options</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WOOD COMPOSITE</strong></td>
<td>Wood composite frame, surface, and trim, with insulated core</td>
<td>Overhead; wind load doors up to 150 mph; decorative hardware options</td>
<td>Low maintenance, highly weather resistant; some in recycled materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STEEL</strong></td>
<td>Heavy gauge steel with insulated core; some versions bonded with a wood composite surface</td>
<td>Overhead; wind-load reinforcement systems; decorative hardware options</td>
<td>Low maintenance; range of period-appropriate patterns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LEFT: A wood Summit Door has real divided lights and cross bracing. CENTER: Paneling, glazing, and hardware ties a set of Clopay doors to the rest of the house. RIGHT: Woodscapes from Designer Doors comes in cedar and mahogany.
Wood composite doors come with all the bells and whistles available in wood-faced doors: a full range of styles and relief trim, decorative hardware, and window options.

Wood composite doors also offer other advantages: they stand up well to temperature swings and extreme weather, won’t dent, and are highly resistant to cracks, splits, and rot. Unlike wood surfaced doors, however, wood composite doors must be painted.

STEEL doors have come a long way stylistically since the 1960s, when they dominated the market. Top-of-the-line series from companies like Amarr and Garaga realistically resemble the look and details of early-20th-century painted carriage-house doors.

Steel doors come in single layer steel, steel with a vinyl-coated insulated backing, and triple-layer steel. Triple-layer steel is made with a polystyrene or polyurethane thermal insulation core between sheets of exterior and interior steel. In terms of quality, look for steel with a gauge of 24 or less (the lower the number, the heavier the gauge).

Steel and lighter-weight aluminum doors usually require less maintenance than wood-surfaced doors and are typically pre-painted with a baked-on factory coating. (Some, like the steel doors from Carriage House Door Co., come with a wood-composite overlay that can be molded into period-look patterns.) If you live in a cold climate, choose a steel or aluminum door that has a complete thermal break system and a tight weather seal around all sides of the door and between sections.

ABOVE: (from top) A garage door in wood, built to period specifications from Maurer & Shepherd. Grooves, cross-racing, and timeless hardware give this stained wood door from Carriage House Door Co. a Mediterranean feel. A set of carriage house doors with functional hardware from Real Carriage Door Co. in the traditional swing-out style.

WOOD COMPOSITE doors are usually made from a durable manmade material that combines wood fibers and high-strength resins. Wood composite doors from JELD-WEN are framed and surfaced with a 1 3/8"-thick, recycled wood and thermal-set resin composite, for instance. Like a wood-framed door, the composite frame wraps around an expanded polystyrene insulating core. The material is easy to mold into plank or panel carriage-house styles, including V-grooves. The wood compos-
Add the finishing touch to your garage with authentic Acorn forged hardware. Many styles available.

For a FREE Acorn catalog, call & request catalog OH1807.

1.800.835.0121
www.acornmfg.com
Acorn Manufacturing Co., Inc.

Exceptional Garage Doors
For Exceptional Homes

1233 Enterprise Ct.
Corona, CA 92882
T 888-768-3667
F 951-272-6367

WWW.SUMMITDOORINC.COM

Exceptional Garage Doors
For Exceptional Homes

1233 Enterprise Ct.
Corona, CA 92882
T 888-768-3667
F 951-272-6367

WWW.SUMMITDOORINC.COM
I was a Goth before you heard of Punk. I am not speaking of black attire and wistful meanders through a cemetery in the mist to a throbbing memory of The Smiths. (I did go through that phase. But I have come to realize that the closer the approach of the grave, the less enchanting it is to be a tourist.)

I am, rather, enamored of the arts and architecture fashioned in the Gothic manner, that which is crafted in the vertical, with sharp angles and adorned with tracery, brackets, and the ubiquitous, pointy Gothic arch. Gothic is immediately recognizable from across a town common or down the aisle of an antiques mall. At some point in time, its motifs were bestowed on every object imaginable, be it mantel clock, dining table, country house, or biscuit tin.

The Gothic style is not for everyone, and perhaps this is part of its allure to the rest of us. The majority fawn incessantly over Federal, Renaissance Revival, and Colonial Revival furnishings, but begin to twitch if confronted with anything that appears to have been wrested from a cathedral. My guess is that, for many, Gothic objects are intimidating because they summon feelings of guilt or apprehension from past unpleasant ecclesiastical experiences: those Masses unattended or, worse, those pew-bound mornings in itchy clothes. As for myself, I am a lapsed Unitarian, and so Gothic holds for me nothing of the sort; I have merely fallen under the spell of the Trefoil.

We American Gothicists, well outnumbered, find ourselves locked in aesthetic battle with our archrivals, the Classicists. The world of Art and Architecture is dominated by that smug bunch. For millennia, we've been compelled to marvel at every plinth, metope, and entablature as if they were formed by God's Own Hand. Classicists are obsessed with the need to proclaim, loudly, "I am Here, in my Temple," as they erect another row of columns on some unfortunate residential cul-de-sac. While I fully appreciate Classicism's importance (and yes, of course, its cognizance of scale and proportion), I regard it the same way as required reading: the equivalent of that thick, overpriced volume from the university bookstore, which remained untouched beneath the bed until finals week, when it emerged along with the NoDoz.

Meanwhile, lurking in the dark woods, we Gothicists acknowledge our place in the natural order of things. Gothicism is organic; we seek to blur the line between the natural and built environments, as if that long, pitched roofline would simply continue to merge with the ashlar foundation and then the soil. In lieu of columns, we think timbers, their angled junctions mimicking the branches of trees. Perhaps we were the first Green party, so aware that we are part of the earth and
that we shall return to it. (The Classicists delude themselves with visions of permanence.)

NO FEWER than four Gothic Revivals stud the North American past. Whether it's the pure and pastoral Gothic of A.J. Downing in the 1840s, the delicate strength of the Collegiate Gothic on the Yale campus, the austere Art Deco and the contemporaneous Stockbroker Tudor, the gothic appeals to our camp in all its interpretations. Our affinity is not academic but passionate.

But I said there were four revivals. The Gothic Revival of the late 1870s will always have a special place in my heart. Call it Modern Gothic, Victorian High Gothic, Ruskinian or Eastlake, it doesn’t matter. This was a brief, brilliant moment in the history of decorative arts and architecture, and you won’t find it before 1876. By the 1880s, its robustness had been diluted into that spindly mélange of the Queen Anne and Colonial Revival that lasted for another two decades. But the late 1870s were the years when architectural and interior design suddenly rejected Round and Curvy Things and brought forth a concept of rectilinearity and a revival of Medievalism; everything was embellished with simple but fanciful flat-cut ornamentation that somehow managed to be simultaneously rustic and grand.

NOT SURE if you’re a Goth? Here’s the litmus test: simply look at one of Caspar David Friedrich’s paintings of a monk’s processional through a snowy, ruined abbey. Do you find it mawkish and hokey, something to be airbrushed onto the side of a late-model Econoline van? Gothic, then, is not for you; return to your rules of symmetry and wallow in your conformity.

But if, as you gaze upon the canvas, you experience a frisson from contemplating the fading light breaking over the crumbling stones and the twisting limbs of barren trees, if you feel an emotional shudder for hooded figures trudging silently through the snow, then you are one of us. We can sit there for hours, reveling in that pleasant melancholy, which strikes a resonant chord deep within our psyches.
Th e Metropolitan Series
COORDINATED SUITES
Bringing New Levels of Style and Elegance to Our Classic Collection

Visit our website for more inspiration
LB Brass • 31-00 47th Avenue • Long Island City, NY 11101 • T: 718-786-8090 • F: 718-786-5060 • www.lbbrass.com

Red Lake Custom Doors
Handcrafted one at a time. Built to endure a lifetime. Strongest overhead and swinging doors made.

Built to exact custom design specifications from best quality cedar. Overhead sectional doors as well as swinging carriage doors. Handcrafted garage doors are perfect for new construction or renovation projects. Visit our website for more information.

Red Lake Custom Doors
Owatonna MN
redlakecustomdoors.com
712.269.0331 or 612.720.8143
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asy-to-apply rub-on transfers for walls tha
t mimic the look of hand-painted lettering!
We also now have trees, clouds, patterns
and even horses. Preview your phrase, check
the lengths, colors and fonts before buying at
our site www.wallwords.com
For 15% Discount on all online products, enter code 12806
FREE Catalog
(888) 422-6685
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From Sconces
To Chandeliers...

Lighting
Universe

Over 2 Million Products
Name Brand Manufacturers
FREE Shipping
5 Year Warranty
110% Low Price Guarantee

Lighting
Universe

ATC Stores Call, click or visit LightingUniverse.com | 888.404.2744
Seattle | Kirkland | Kennewick | Burlington | Tacoma | Wenatchee | Smokey Point

Real Carriage Door Co.

Preserve the integrity of
your historic-register or new
construction home with actual
swing-out carriage doors
that open at the center.
realcarriagedoors.com
info@realcarriagedoors.com
(800) 694-5977 • (253) 853-3815

Grilles & Registers
Made to Last a Lifetime
Cast Iron • Cast Brass
Cast Aluminum • Cast Zinc
Reggio Registers
The Reggio Register Co.
Dept. E8611, 31 Jaytek Road,
Leominster, MA 01453
(800) 880-3090
www.reggioregister.com
Circle no. 659
The long history of New England is important to New Englanders, a curiosity for its many tourists, and an archive for historians. Beyond that, the region's cultural and architectural histories have reverberated throughout America. As an introduction to New England's past, what richer and more pleasant way could there be than touring the best old houses? Peppered with lots of stories, an armchair tour is just what you'll find in the book *The Great Houses of New England*, a thoughtful and beautiful documentary of "houses that have something to say."

From Portsmouth (N.H.) and Newport (R.I.) to Hartford (Conn.), these 19 are the homes: the Harrison Gray Otis House in Boston, headquarters of Historic New England; Portland's Morse-Libby House, that opulent brownstone "Victo-

**ABOVE:** Beauport's famous Golden Step Room (named for a ship model) takes its color from the majolica—a soothing green in keeping with the sea foam of Gloucester's outer harbor just beyond the windows. Large sashes stow in the walls, opening the room to ocean breezes.
Sine 1932 -

Handcrafted Reproduction and Custom Lighting

Since 1932, Ball and Ball has crafted the finest quality sconces, chandeliers, lanterns, and candlestands in brass, tin, copper, and hand forged iron. Call for our NEW 40-page lighting catalog.

ALSO AVAILABLE: Furniture hardware, house hardware, and fireplace accessories. Call for our 108-page catalog, available for $7. (Catalog purchase refunded on first order.)

BALL AND BALL
Exton, Pennsylvania
1-800-257-3711
www.ballandball.com

Great Houses of New England

ABOVE: Inspired by the Gardner-Pingree staircar author Blackburn writes, "Federal reads light-foot [and] curviinear .... Like his furniture, McIntire's houses fairly dance in implied visual motion."

LEFT: Salem's Gardner-Pingree house, built 1804 is Samuel McIntire's greatest and final achievement. Its elliptical portico mirrors the transom window. McIntire was an architectural designer, builder, woodworker, and carver.
Elmira Stove Works
For true originals.

Adorned with nickel or chrome, each custom built Elmira Stove Works appliance is true to its era, while offering the performance and features found in the most modern kitchen appliances.

Elmira Stove Works sets the standard for superior quality, design and customization. Let us build one for you.

ElmiraStoveWorks.com • 1-800-295-8498

---

GOODTIMESTOVE.COM

Give your kitchen that authentic touch with a Genuine Antique Stove

Gas & Electric Conversions Available
And also view our extensive collection of heating stoves

www.goodtimestove.com
1-413-268-3677

www.frenchranges.com
1-800-570-2433
Retro Stoves Considered
So many choices, it's hard to decide: antique or reproduction, European or modern? BY BRIAN D. COLEMAN

WHEN I BOUGHT my 350-square-foot pied-à-terre in New York's Greenwich Village, the very first thing I did was look for a stove. I wanted something more in keeping with the late-19th-century apartment.

It was hard for me to choose between a vintage fixture (rehabbed, of course) and a plain, modern stove. You know, a modern stove just can't come close to the look of an original Glenwood Delux—those gracefully arching legs, the creamy enamel. Richard Robertson of Good Time Stove explained to me that a converted antique is basically a new stove; each one is torn down and overhauled—insulated, sandblasted, repainted and replated, updated with new cast-iron burners (as needed) and a stainless-steel speckleware oven (gas or electric), fitted with repacked valves, and equipped with pilot lights and thermostats calibrated to meet the most rigid modern codes. Robertson's stoves come in a wide variety of styles and combinations of gas, electric, and wood-burning models, starting from about $3000 for a classic Thirties gas and electric stove to over $10,000 for a Magic Chef, a cook's dream with six or more burners, two ovens, broiler, bread warmer, work light, clock, and more.

I had to admit that modern conveniences can be nice. It's hard to say no to a self-cleaning oven. So I thought about a reproduction. Elmira Stoves manufactures two new, old-style stoves: their 'Antique' (based on a Victorian wood-burning model) and 'Northstar' (a retro Fifties range). Both have the look of a vintage stove but satisfy today's expecta-

LEFT: A 1920s vintage Glenwood 'Ourway', refurbished by The Good Time Stove Company. TOP RIGHT: A model from the new, smaller 'Companion' line by Aga Cookers. ABOVE: TurboChef makes wall ovens with fast-cooking technology and retro design. OPPOSITE: (top) The 'Northstar' line from Elmira Stove Works adds high-tech to a 1950s look. (bottom) An earlier Glenwood, rebuilt by Dave Erickson.
for an Aga Cooker, the centerpiece of many a charming English kitchen. Invented by a Swedish physicist in 1922 and manufactured in England since 1932, Aga stoves deliver a consistent, even heat from gas, oil, or electric. The chef can move among cast-iron ovens for roasting, baking, simmering, and warming (depending on the model) and plates on top (covered when not in use) for warming, simmering, and boiling. The stove is always “on,” and

Historically accurate, custom handcrafted shutters from Timberlane®. Available in traditional wood or maintenance-free Endurian™. Call today for your complimentary Timberlane catalog.

800.250.2221 EXT. 1957 TIMBERLANE.COM/1957
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MERCURY CHANDELIER
Six arms and cone painted midnight blue with genuine silver leaf on hand turned hardwood ball. Also available with antique red arms and 22kt gold leaf ball.

Timeless designs, quality craftsmanship, enduring beauty

Please call for our catalog
518-392-9218.

HUDSON RIVER DESIGN
FINE HANDCRAFTED LIGHTING
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Specialty STOVE HOODS

ARCHIVE DESIGNS archivedesigns.com
A&C and rustic hoods in hammered copper, forged steel, nickel, and zinc. • THE COPPERWORK thecopperworks.com
A line of copper hoods, sinks, and custom projects. • HANDCRAFTED METAL handcraftedmetal.com Handcrafted hoods, sinks, and countertops in copper, zinc, or stainless steel. • HISTORICAL ARTS & CASTING historicalarts.com Custom-made architectural metal products, including artistic copper hoods. • THE METAL PEDDLER themetalpeddler.com Residential copper, stove hoods and pot racks to switchplates. • THE METAL SHOPPE themetalshoppe.net Hoods, countertops, and even roofs made with Old World craftsmanship and design. • MOUNTAINS EDGE COPPER ART mountainsedge.ca A Canadian company for handmade copper hoods, countertops, etc. • RANGECRAFT rangecraft.com Handsomely crafted brass and copper hoods and vents in a wide range of styles, or made to order. • TEXAS LIGHTSMITH texaslightsmith.com Wide range of copper and brass hoods and vents. • VENT-A-HOOD ventahood.com The oldest hood and vent manufacturer, with a wide range of hoods and prices.

Rehabbed ANTIQUE STOVES

ANTIQUE APPLIANCES antiqueappliances.com Restoration services, and a large inventory of restoration-ready appliances, including gas and electric stoves. [Georgia] • ANTIQUE STOVE HEAVEN antiquesstoveheaven.com A good source of rehabbed/restored stoves on the West Coast. • ERICKSON'S ANTIQUE STOVES erickstove@gmail.com A changing selection of antique stoves of different periods, and expert restoration. Also custom hoods to match. • GOOD TIME STOVE CO. goodtimestove.com One of the best selections of refinished (vintage) stoves and a very informative website. [Mass.]

NEW RANGES & Hoods

AGA aga-ranges.com Northern European-style enameled cast-iron cookers, and a line of kitchen ranges. • ELMIRA STOVE WORKS elmirastoveworks.com New, antique- and retro-style stoves and appliances. • GAGGENAU gaggenau.com Built-in, stainless-steel, restaurant-quality stoves, ovens, cooktops. • HEARTLAND APPLIANCES heartlandappliances.com Classic line interprets vintage range style with legs and warming ovens, in black or white. • LACANCHE/ART CULINAIRE frenchranges.com Beautiful, hand-built French gas stoves for the gourmet. • LA CORNUE/PURCELL MURRAY lacornue.com Colorful French gas and electric stoves famous for their “vaulted oven” temperature control, since 1908. Hand-built line and never manufactured line. • LEHMANS lehmans.com Wood-burning, gas, and kerosene cookstoves with ca. 1900 styling. • TURBOCHEF turbochef.com Revolutionary hot air cooking and great design; dealer locator on their website of models and prices. • WOLF wolfappliance.com Their gas and dual-fuel ranges have a hefty, no-nonsense professional design that sits well with period kitchens.
there are no knobs or dials, yet the Aga is energy efficient and cheaper to run than a standard gas stove. Today’s Agas come in fourteen enamel colors, from a classy Wedgewood blue and buttermilk ivory to plum and milk chocolate. (The black is ageless.) Recently added to the line are two-oven, four-burner ‘Companion’ models. With widths starting at just 24 inches, these are perfect for space-starved kitchens like mine in New York. Just plug one into a 240-volt, 30-amp circuit and hook it up to a standard gas line; the stoves don’t even require venting. Agas are heavy-duty and custom; prices start at $4725 for the two-oven models and can hit $20,000 for the four-oven cookers.

If money were no object, I think I would have gone for TurboChef’s new ‘Speedcook Oven’—retro design with the best modern technology. It has curved edges and hearth-shaped doors, and cooks 15 times faster than conventional ovens, using heated air blown through the oven at speeds up to 60 mph, a process that allows foods to retain more moisture and flavor. A TurboChef starts at $8000, but it can cook a soufflé in two minutes.

IF I DID MORE cooking than the occasional quick meal, I’d need a hood and vent—not only to remove odors and steam, but also to reduce the spread of stove fires. Hoods collect odors, grease, and gases while vents and blowers remove them. Vent-A-Hood, the country’s oldest hood and vent manufacturer, recommends a minimum hood overlap of three inches over each side of the stove, especially over the front. They warn that the proper height above the stove is 30 to 36 inches—not much higher. Be sure to use only smooth, galvanized metal ducting (not flexible or corrugated, which restrict air flow); vent directly outdoors, never to the attic or the chimney, to prevent spreading fires. Vent-A-Hood’s classic models begin under $400.

Anyway, in New York, I ended up with a rehabbed ‘Quality’ stove from the 1930s, and I’ve been quite happy with its clean gas burners and new electric oven. Now I’m thinking about something new—or old—for my Seattle kitchen...
There are Range Hoods... and then there is a RangeCraft Range Hood

Since 1972, RangeCraft has been the First Choice of discriminating buyers for remarkable creative designs and superior craftsmanship. RangeCraft offers a wide selection of metals and finishes to make each and every hood truly unique. Let the incredible individuality of the RangeCraft product line make a statement that brings out your personal design style.

Add More Value to your Kitchen with a RangeCraft Range Hood.
MANTEL SCAPES
Already a focal point, the fireplace and mantel provide an opportunity to enhance style. (page 72)

GARDENING AT HAILSHAM GRANGE
In an English garden, a gazebo set amidst yellow borders; formal box parterres; and garden rooms in mauve and white. (page 66)

A RED TILE ROMANCE
Close to original and comfortably furnished, this Spanish house in California is a good model. (page 52)

GEORGIAN ELEGANCE AT THE VICARAGE
How wonderful would it be to take on the decoration of a true English Georgian house? This owner has enjoyed the task for twenty years. (page 66)

BY GEORGE
Parallel universe: a primer on English-inspired, but very American, Georgian-style houses and their furniture. (page 58)
A Red Tile romance

ONE MAN’S HOME BECOMES A SHRINE TO SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA’S LOVE AFFAIR WITH SPANISH COLONIAL REVIVAL. BY THOMAS SHESS | PHOTOGRAPHS BY GARY PAYNE

The stucco and red tile Spanish Colonial Revival house in San Diego’s Kensington neighborhood is closely modeled on a farmhouse architect Richard Requa saw in Spain in the 1920s.
ARKER JACKSON lives in a museum of his own making, dedicated to honoring the work of the architect who designed it: Richard Requa (1881-1941), who brought Spanish-influenced residential architecture to the southern California masses in the 1920s. Requa (ree-kwah) didn’t invent Spanish Colonial Revival style, but he definitely sparked the region’s romance with red tile-roof architecture.

Jackson, a retired Hollywood press agent and bar owner, has kept his home as original as possible and painstakingly documented its history. “When I moved in, I had no idea who Requa was,” he says. “But once I found old brochures and newspaper articles that showed my home was designed by him, I became fascinated with how his work influenced such a design revolution.”

Few architects in any place or any time can boast such an impact on a single style. While Spanish Colonial Revival architecture began appearing in the San Diego
"I simply couldn't find many authentic Spanish farmhouse furnishings in San Diego, so I went with family heirlooms, occasional pieces in the style, and pieces that I just plain liked." —PARKER JACKSON

area as early as 1915, Requa was its chief promoter in the 1920s and '30s, introducing Spanish Revival themes to entire downtowns in cities such as Ojai and Rancho Santa Fe. His influence ranges from residential architecture (24 homes in exclusive Coronado alone) to high schools and public fountains. Spanish Colonial, Mediterranean, and Tuscan Revival style is now so ubiquitous in the area that red tile roofs are mandated by covenant in Ranch-style gated communities such as Cielo, Fairbanks Ranch, and Rancho Santa Fe.

Ralph Roesling, a San Diego architect who lives in a Spanish Colonial Revival house, credits Requa for quickly reading the pulse of southern Californians and adapting the right type of Old World architecture to a new setting. "Because Spanish Revival design originates from a Mediterranean climate, tradition, and culture like ours in California, it fits perfectly," he says. The deep overhangs, arcades, and courtyards of the style— all characteristics of Jackson's home— temper the strong sun and help create inner

RIGHT: The house reflects the romance of indoor–outdoor living, embracing a U-shaped courtyard. Owner Parker Jackson designed the raised "Grecian" pool himself.

OPPOSITE: The box beams in the living room are hollow—made from Douglas fir and hand hewn to look rustic, in the fashion of the 1920s.

FAR RIGHT: The '20s reproduction dining table is paired with chairs found at local antiques stores.
spaces that are cool and inviting.

Built in 1926, the house is a virtual twin of a 19th-century farmhouse Requa visited and photographed near Ronde, Spain. “I haven’t decorated in anywhere near a true farmhouse look,” says Jackson, almost apologetically. “I went toward family heirlooms and comfortable furnishings that would go with an older Spanish Revival home.”

Many of those family heirlooms have an Hispanic provenance from a different setting: the dark wood and woven palm furniture in the kitchen was made in the 1940s in San Juan, Puerto Rico, for Jackson’s lieutenant colonel father. Other furnishings are props from old Hollywood movies, such as a secretary reputedly from the set of *Citizen Kane* and a tapestry from *Sunset Boulevard*.

Such furnishings are perfectly in keeping with period interior décor, says Jeanine Naviaux, a La Jolla-based interior decorator who recently returned from a project in Barcelona. “Requa’s early designs used lots of white, a tone that was a stark contrast to dark Victoriana décors,” Naviaux says. “The open courtyards lend themselves to the use of different materials like wrought iron, which is very romantic with its curves.”

Jackson is a Requa collector, acquiring memorabilia from sources
"Useless ornamentation to make a house more opulent chafed him. As a result [Requa] embraced the more austere Mission style rather than the more ornate Spanish architectural styles like Churrigueresque or Spanish Baroque."

—PARKER JACKSON

that range from the architect’s acquaintances to thrift-store finds. Among his prizes are a leather-bound portfolio of Requa’s photographic journeys to Spain in the 1920s (#2 of an edition of 1,000) and original 16mm home movies taken by Requa documenting the architect’s family, friends, colleagues, travels, and projects.

Simplicity is the overriding theme in Requa’s designs. “Useless ornamentation to make a house more opulent chafed him,” Parker insists. “As a result he embraced the more austere Mission style rather than the more ornate Spanish architectural styles like Churrigueresque or Spanish Baroque.”

But perhaps Requa said it best in 1926, when he predicted the lasting popularity of simple, clean, enduring Spanish Colonial Revival design. “Freakish designs come and go,” he wrote in the San Diego Union, “but a house designed with sincerity and in harmony with the environment not only expresses good taste but always will be in style.”

ABOVE: The secretary near the billiard room is thought to be from the set of Citizen Kane, released in 1941.
RIGHT: Beadboard walls, hexagonal tile floors, and a ca. 1900 Copper Clad stove give the kitchen a farmhouse look.
The Puerto Rican table and chairs in the kitchen were custom made for Parker Jackson's Army officer father when he was stationed in San Juan in the early 1940s. Jackson found the chandelier at Architectural Salvage (architecturalsalvagesd.com) in San Diego.

A peek into the living room from the foyer; the restored 1929 Duo-Art Steinway baby grand is a "Reproducing" player piano.
It used to be that Americans called everything that came before the Victorian era "colonial." In a way that was accurate; since the predominantly English, original 13 Colonies continued to build using English design precedent even after the Revolution.

The nit-picking begins when we define the early period in a more scholarly manner. Specific terms such as Georgian, Federal, Regency, and Greek Revival enter our vocabulary, sending us to look them up in architectural textbooks. Here we'll talk about hallmarks of the colonial-era (and, to some extent, Colonial Revival) Georgian style, named for the four English Kings George, whose reigns spanned from 1714 to 1830.

What we call Georgian architecture dates to the English importing of Italian Renaissance classicism around 1650. That classical style became popular in America a century later, as the Colonies prospered and adapted the motifs of England to housing and furnishings. Stylistic variants appeared in every metropolitan area; masonry structures were popular in the South, wood in the Northeast, and both were found in the Mid-Atlantic States.

Georgian-era classicism was bold, robust, and heavily ornate. (Those familiar with 18th century French furniture may see the parallels in Louis XIV furniture, versus the more refined and feminine Louis XV and XVI.)

From the street, it can be difficult to differentiate between Georgian and later Federal dwellings. Both are oft described by that old saw, "Five, Four and a Door," meaning that the front façade is symmetrical, with five upper windows, four lower ones, and the entry door smack in the center. But Georgian houses tend to have a "European" feel, with grander trim and materials in higher relief; Federals, by comparison, are finished in a more

**TOP:** Strict symmetry, steep hipped roof, prominent chimneys, articulated corners, and door surround all point to Georgian style in a 1769 Massachusetts house. **BOTTOM:** Drayton Hall, built in 1742 near Charleston, portrays robust Georgian design. **OPPOSITE:** Stately floor-to-ceiling paneling in a Virginia house, ca. 1753.
Georgian ornamentation borders on the baroque, as mantels and door and window surrounds are framed with thick, fanciful mouldings layered upon one another. Entire walls (and even rooms) might be paneled, and plaster decoration abounds in high-style rooms.
GEORGIAN FURNITURE

Discernment is easier when it comes to Georgian and Federal Regency furniture. Most of us are familiar, at least in passing, with the famed furniture styles of this era:

- **QUEEN ANNE** (1725–60) Typified by the ubiquitous Queen Anne chair with its cabriole leg and Cyma-curved back, this is perhaps the most graceful of the Georgian styles.

- **CHIPPENDALE** (1750–90) Think of the iconic broken-arch highboy with ball-and-claw feet: Chippendale furniture blended Rococo with Gothic and Chinoiserie.

- **WINDSOR CHAIRS AND PAINTED FURNITURE** (1670–1870) Windsor chairs were made in many variations with quaint names such as Comb-back or Thumb-back or Birdcage. Incredibly sturdy, these and other types of furniture were frequently paint-decorated.

A FOOTNOTE: Federal furniture, based upon the designs of George Hepplewhite and Thomas Sheraton, is more delicate and classical in massing and ornament; notably, the legs are simpler and plainer, often finished with what is known as a spade foot.

restrained manner and are shallower in profile. (A trademark of a good number of Federal houses is the third storey with shorter windows.)

INSIDE, THE DIFFERENCES between Georgian and Federal are clearer: Georgian ornamentation borders on the baroque, as mantels and door and window surrounds are framed with thick, fanciful mouldings layered upon one another. Entire walls (and even rooms) might be paneled, and plaster decoration abounds in high-style rooms. Federal interiors show more restraint, are classical rather than baroque, and they have an air of what we think of as “colonial simplicity.”

Soft furnishings (carpet, wallpaper, and fabric) in Georgian homes were as bold as the architecture, stressing strong colors and three-dimensionality in their patterns. In comparison, Federal furnishings strayed towards the geometric and, while the palette was rich, it was not as reliant on saturated colors.

Parallel Universe

Both England and America delved into the past, looking to the classical world for inspiration. America also kept glancing over her shoulder to Europe, and especially England, for guidance on matters of taste. Style dates given are flexible.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1690–1700</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1750</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1800</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1850</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1900</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“COLONIAL” [1660–1783] (STYLISTICALLY TO 1820)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WILLIAM STORY, COURTESY THE MAGAZINE ANTIQUES (TOP LEFT); ROBERT LEAVANNA (ILLUSTRATIONS)
HAILSHAM GRANGE is a picturesque village in East Sussex, not far from the southern English Channel. Surrounded by farms, its livestock market was established by King Henry III in 1252 and flourishes today. The local vicar was comfortably situated by the early 18th century, courtesy of his holdings in the South Sea Company, and able to indulge his passion for architecture as proprietor of a classical brick house erected next to the village's 13th-century, flint block and sandstone church. In 1830, a Mansard roof was added for a second-floor nursery and a Regency bay installed across the back of the parlor. Otherwise, life otherwise remained peaceful and quiet for subsequent vicars.

Conscientious by nature, the vicars took very

BY BRIAN D. COLEMAN | PHOTOGRAPHS BY HUNTLEY HEDWORTH
good care of their handsome home. When it was listed for sale in 1987, it was structurally quite sound. Noel Thompson, a local antiques dealer and designer, had been looking for a place to display his collections, as well as grounds for his gardening interest. Georgian and Regency design appealed to him; as soon as he saw the vicarage’s formal, “regularly” symmetric façade and its attractive interior details (a handsome marble Adam chimneypiece in the parlor, a finely carved Georgian staircase), he knew this was exactly what he had in mind. The surrounding acre would keep him busy outdoors.

As a frustrated architect, Thompson’s first task was to return the dining room and parlor to the classical symmetry of their original intention. A mock Adam fireplace that had been a Victorian-era addition at the rear of the dining room was replaced with a simple surround of rouge Belgian marble.

Finally he approached the furnishing of the vicarage with a combination of classical grace and old-fashioned, English comfort and sensibility. Antique chairs and overstuffed sofas were selected for comfort as well as design. The parlor is decorated as if the owner had just returned from the Grand Tour. (The
ABOVE: In the parlor's bowed wall, added in the 1830s, a pair of semicircle niches for statuary flanked the center case. These were reconfigured into functional bookcases with jib doors that swing away to reveal storage closets behind (INSET, LEFT).

BELOW: Farrow & Ball's chalk 'Pink Ground' on the walls, inspired by amethyst marble on a pair of antique side tables (not shown), is flattering to guests as they dine. Curtains in Colefax and Fowler's floral red 'Fuchsia' complement the scheme.

Grand Tour, de rigueur for twentysomethings of 18th- and 19th-century upper-class England, typically involved several years in Paris and Turin, Rome and Venice to soak up culture and, more importantly, to acquire objets d'art to bring home to demonstrate one's education and good taste.)

Noel Thompson decided to open his home as an exclusive bed-and-breakfast inn two years ago, when he closed his antiques shop and semi-retired. Near the South Downs along the southern English coast, it is close to many country houses including Charleston (home of the Bloomsbury Group), Farley Farm (home of renowned American photographer Lee Miller), and attractions such as the elegant Glyndebourne Opera.
With its classical principles, the period has influenced American architecture ever since. In the 18th century, that influence came directly from England. So studying English Georgian houses is like going to the source. But don’t expect to find museums in a new book by Henrietta Spencer-Churchill. She offers instead a contemporary take on the style. Classical but comfortable rooms have an almost spare aesthetic despite rich architectural detail. Many of the houses shown are sympathetic renovations of period houses; several are newly built. Whether your house is Colonial or a revival, you’ll find new ideas for paint colors, furnishing, window treatments, lighting, and display.

**Georgian Style and Design** for Contemporary Living by Henrietta Spencer-Churchill, Rizzoli, 2008 (US)/CICO Books/Ryland Peters & Small (UK). 176 pp., $50
Like all passions, gardening can become all-consuming. Noel Thompson admits he is addicted to his East Sussex garden, which he’s nurtured for two decades. **BY BRIAN D. COLEMAN | PHOTOGRAPHS BY HUNTLEY HEDWORTH**

**WHEN NOEL THOMPSON purchased Hailsham Grange, a handsome Georgian-era brick vicarage of the early 18th century, its grounds were uninspiring—broad sweeps of lawn dotted by a few solitary trees at the periphery. This did, however, allow him to start from scratch. Inspired by the home’s formal façade, Noel emphasized its symmetry by widening an existing, semi-circular front drive and bordering it with neatly clipped hedges of Korean box (*Buxus microphyllia*) on either side. A row of tall, hornbeam hedges (*Carpinus betulus*) planted parallel to the existing brick walls at the street front provide privacy. By planting 10- to 12-foot tall trees ten feet apart, then training the branches with stilts onto wire frames, he created a 20-foot-tall hedge that neatly screens the entry from the street.

Hedges of Korean box and hornbeam define the rear garden, creating separate rooms. Each room opens
Here we see the Korean-box parterre—
with beds of red and pink begonias anchored by
scarlet and violet fuchsia ('Mrs. Poppie') at each
end—to the left of the allée behind the house.
Terminating at the gazebo, the allée separates
flanking flower borders.
Mr. Thompson passes the gazebo and yellow borders on the grassy path that intersects the flower-bordered allée. Vistas include a 13th-century flint block and sandstone church.

borders, for example, are in spring shades of rosy pink, baby blue, and rich violet: brilliant, fuchsia-pink peonies ‘Karl Rosenfield’ and ‘Sarah Bernhardt’ combine with purple-red blossoms of English rose ‘The Dark Lady’, underplanted with the erect purple spikes of oregano and Dianthus ‘Doris’. The borders are at their peak in May and June, but mid-summer color continues with prairie mallow (Sidalcea malviflora) in pink ‘Party Girl’ and blushing ‘Rosy Gem’.

A yellow border (from cream to orange) intersects the gazebo. At the front, the buttery blossoms of the shrub rose ‘The Pilgrim’ set the palette, while dahlias in a range of summer yellows bloom from early July until the first frost in November; the clear, soft hues of dahlia ‘Glory of Heemstede’ make it a favorite.

to the next but hedges were allowed to grow just tall enough (three to 15 feet) to make it impossible to see the whole garden at one time from eye level, giving it an air of anticipation. Yet the hedges allow for vistas and focal points: views of the neighboring 13th-century church and its bell tower rise above the north border, taking the eye beyond the garden walls.

Set on an acre of manicured grounds in southern England, this one is Noel’s third experience in garden design. (The first was in his native New Zealand, the second in nearby Kent.)

As the layout of the garden was tightly structured, plantings were deliberately kept informal, picturesque and relaxed. Color coordinates each space. The double
PERPENDICULAR. to the back of the house and separated by a grass allée, double flower beds became the central axis of the rear yard's design. Inspired by John Fowler’s Hunting Lodge in Odiham, Noel added a hexagonal gazebo to draw the eye back into the garden. Hedges of Korean box and hornbeam create separate rooms that make the space seem larger. A York stone terrace runs across the rear of the vicarage. Noel used its eight-foot width as a guide for the depth of the pair of perennial borders. (For borders, Noel advises a minimum depth of eight feet, and up to 15 feet for greater plant variation.)

LEFT: Georgian doorway on the rear of the house, built ca. 1700-1730, remodeled in the ca. 1830s; the terrace garden features a terracotta vat and catmint. ABOVE: The gazebo holds clusters of scented, egg yolk-yellow blossoms of climbing rose ‘Golden Rambler’ (aka ‘Alister Stella Gray’) throughout spring and summer—admittedly romantic.
Yellow can be overwhelming, especially on sunny days, so bronze-leaved dahlias are included to tone things down. The green-bronze foliage and apricot flowers of dahlia ‘David Howard’ anchor the front of the border; towards the rear, taller dahlia cultivars include ‘Bishop of Oxford’ with its purple-bronze leaves and copper-yellow blossoms, along with ‘Bishop of York’, which blooms continuously throughout the summer with orange-yellow daisylike flowers. The maroon foliage of smokebush (*Cornus* corylifolia ‘Royal Purple’) adds relief at the rear.

A white garden is nestled against the southern end of the house, defined by a hexagon of Korean box centered on an open, white-metal trellis arch. White flowering marguerite daisies (*Chrysanthemum frutescens*) overflow the center beds. White flowering hydrangeas include the profuse, drumstick blooms of *Hydrangea arborescens* ‘Annabel’ and the creamy double blossoms of *Hydrangea quercifolia* ‘SnowFlake’ (oakleaf hydrangea).

Other garden rooms include a parterre of Korean box, and a mauve terrace garden. At the southern perimeter beyond the hedges (not shown), a secret garden (Noel calls it a “last chance garden”) comes as a surprise. It’s planted for spring with showy white star magnolia (*Magnolia stellata*), and deeply fragrant, maroon-red French lilac (*Syringa vulgaris* ‘Charles Jolly’), and old-fashioned weigela (*Weigela florida* ‘Foliis Purpureis’ and ‘Java Red’). Here are also the arching, creamy white Solomon’s seal (*Polygonatum hirtum*), bleeding heart (*Dicentra spectabilis*), and lily of the valley (*Convallaria majalis*). A grassy spinney (copse) occupies the south end of the property.

**FROM LEFT:** Delphiniums in a range of blues from morning sky to dark cerulean lend height and depth. Axial arrangement from the rear of the house. Lupines and poppies in a border. The white garden is just white and green, without silver-leaved species, and includes *Clematis* 'Marie Boisselot' and the double-flowered 'Duchess of Edinburgh', and fragrant white sweet pea (*Lathyrus sylvestris alba*).
An 18th-century terra-cotta oil vat from Crete is the focal point for a room across the terrace, planted in shades of mauve, with vines of royal purple Clematis 'Jackmanii' twining around fragrant 'Dreamgirl' roses in salmon and apricot. Catmint (Nepeta 'Six Hills Giant') surrounds the urn in an undulating sea.

Noel Thompson's TIPS for your ENGLISH-STYLE GARDEN

You don't have to live in an 18th-century vicarage in England to pull off this lush look in the garden (although it helps). Noel offers these basics:

- **Start with a GARDEN PLAN** based on symmetry and balance.
- **CREATE DIFFERENT ROOMS** for visual interest and to make the garden seem larger. Boxwood and other hedges work well to divide spaces.
- **FOCAL POINTS** also help expand a garden: try an urn at the end of a path, or work to incorporate a vista or neighbor's tree into the view.
- **Use OLD-FASHIONED PLANTS.** (English roses, dahlias, lavender, delphiniums, and peonies are among Noel's favorites.)
- To heighten the impact of each planting area (border, room, mini-garden), restrict yourself to no more than THREE MAIN COLORS for each.
- Don't forget to include a comfortable SPOT TO SIT and enjoy your work.

FOR INSPIRATION, visit public English gardens Stateside, like Old Westbury Gardens on Long Island [oldwestburygardens.org] or Filoli Gardens outside of San Francisco [filoli.org].
LIKE THE STAIRCASE, the fireplace is an important element of style. Its design is a clue: Does your house lean toward late Victorian (spindles on an oak over-mantel), Craftsman (beveled mirror and ochre art tiles), Mission or Spanish (black iron sconces), Prairie (Roman-brick wall with stone header), Tudor (an arch), or Colonial Revival (white paint and swags)? If it’s as obvious as in the examples above, choose appropriate fireplace accessories and decorative objects to avoid muddling the point. And if your fireplaces are plain and mundane, use accessories and objects to make a style statement in concert with the house.

OVER THE MANTEL  Traditional options for the wall over the mantel include artwork, a mirror, taxidermy, or a textile. In the first quarter of the 20th century, art was often a plein-air or landscape painting, a portrait,
Bring out the inherent (or preferred) style of your early-20th-century house with a well-dressed hearth and mantel.

RIGHT: (from top) Brass ball andirons, a Colonial Revival standard, from The Brass Gallery; Craftsman Homes Connection iron tools complement every style; art-tile display easel from Craftsman Homes Connection. Art Nouveau candelabra from Historical Arts and Casting is a style statement; popular 'Mackintosh' mantel clock from Carreaux du Nord; a great pair from Modern Bungalow. LEFT. Colorful Van Briggle and Rosewood pottery, a framed mirror, candles, and a California landscape painting create the ultimate Arts and Crafts mantelscape in a Salt Lake City house.
or such period favorites as Edward Curtis prints of Native Americans. When a mirror was used, often it was beveled glass set into mouldings over the hearth, rather than a florid piece hung on the wall as in previous periods. Animal heads continued to be popular in western and rustic homes and dens.

ON THE MANTEL SHELF Objects of great variety were displayed on the mantel during these years: travel photos in frames; pottery; candlesticks; vases with or without flowers; leather-bound books; framed art tile; antique ceramics; collectibles such as boxes, glassware, silver and pewter; small statues; and finds from nature—a bird’s nest, a branch or driftwood, pinecones, seashells. The style and degree of formality in

your house will guide you. Choose a theme, and remember that clutter was outmoded.

The arrangement itself helps define your style. Colonial Revival displays are symmetrical, sometimes obsessively so. Arts and Crafts arrangements sometimes use symmetry, as well, but often have an unstudied feeling with asymmetrical placement of objects—but balanced, of course.

ACCESSORIES Finish the look by choosing the right fireplace accessories. So many offerings are out there, from hand-forged tools to Art Nouveau screens. Different styles are
For more than a century, designers and architects have enriched their projects with accent elements created by the DECORATORS SUPPLY CORPORATION. Today we offer replicas of some fifteen thousand original designs, produced in varied materials. * Readily installed by tradespeople and do-it-yourselfers.

- Uses: period restoration, remodeling, new building projects.
- $35.00 for our six book set of illustrated catalogs.

DECORATORS SUPPLY CORPORATION
3610 SOUTH MORGAN, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60609
(+1) 773-847-6300 • (+1) 773-847-6357 • www.decoratorssupply.com

Circle no. 245

SEVEN PINES FORGE
EARLY AMERICAN WROUGHT IRON

Custom Made for You
Long before the factory system,
long before mass production,
there was the blacksmith.

- AND IRONS
- CRANES
- EARLY LIGHTING
- SCREENS
- TOOLS
- WEATHERVANES
- FIREPLACE GRATES
- SIGNS & HOUSE PLAQUES

At left: Custom fireplace crane, in-stock oven door

Circle no. 346

AMERICAN RESTORATION TILE, INC.

Manufacturer of Custom Historical Tile
11416 Otter Creek South Road
Mabelvale, AR 72103
501.455.1000

- Hexagon
- 3/4" Square
- ...all other historical sizes!

Visit our Web site:
www.restorationtile.com
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NEW Featured Pattern

Blossom
Architectural slip-on covers for installed baseboard heating units

Circle no. 458
TRANSITIONAL
An "Old Colonies" arrangement: small, carefully chosen pieces are arranged with naïve symmetry on a backdrop of patterned wallpaper, in a room transitioning out of Victorian clutter.

ARTS & CRAFTS
Arts and Crafts balance: meaningful but not necessarily dear objects provide texture and spiritual allusions (to nature and Native Americans) in an arrangement that is only apparently nonchalant.

COLONIAL REVIVAL
Formal Colonial Revival: a few dignified objects, including classical candlesticks at each end, are set with spare symmetry on a white-painted mantelpiece with swag decoration and a built-in framed mirror.

CUSTOM FIREPLACE MANTELS
Beautiful handcrafted mantels. Custom design and build. All types of wood, all styles from Colonial and Victorian to Craftsman and 20th Century.

Carreaux du Nord Art Tile
for architecture and accent

Carreauxdunord.com

CIRCLE NO. 336

ALL THE EDITORS' PICKS ARE AT

designcentersourcebook.com
/metalaccessories [andirons, screens, tools]
/arttile [art tile and fireplace surrounds]
/smallfurnishings [clocks, prints, paintings, frames]
/pottery [decorative pots and vases]
/tabletop [glassware, ceramics, candlesticks]

RESOURCES
For contact information on companies and products mentioned, see p. 96.

Maple Grove Restorations, LLC

Interior Raised Panel Shutters
Raised Panel Walls  Wainscoting
P.O. Box 396 Dept. OHI
Andover, CT 06232-0396
(860) 742-5432
www.maple-grove.com
Color Brochure: $2.00

CIRCLE NO. 30

Some objects and arrangements appear and reappear in every period—only the style changes: Flanking sconces on the wall or candelabra on each end, or both. A medium to large work of art centered on the wall. A mantel clock. Small objects with a theme.
LOVE THE WAY YOU LIVE

MANTELS

MARBLE MANTELS - STONE MANTELS - WOOD MANTELS - WAINSCOT PLANKING

DESIGNER FLORALS - WORLD GLOBES - WINDOW CORNICES - MANTLE SHELVES

HISTORICAL - TRADITIONAL
CLASSIC - MODERN
TIMELESS

www.designthespace.com - 866 983 3267
Manufacturers have come around to what antique and salvage specialists have long known: folks love period-look hardware that carries throughout the house.

Suites to Suit the House  

BY MARY ELLEN POLSON

Say the word “hardware” and what comes to mind? A Colonial Revival entry set, an Eastlake hinge, a ca. 1910 bin pull: all common items that do the work of holding bits of the house together. If your old house is typical, the hardware varies from room to room: original knobs and rosettes in the parlor, later replacement doorknobs upstairs, and a frankly new and not necessarily compatible entry set. While you can certainly preserve this evidence of your home’s history, you can also opt for vintage or reproduction hardware that carries throughout the house, from the deadbolt on the front door to the cabinet pulls in the bathroom.

Some of these suites are period-friendly solutions for houses that have lost all the originals; others are clearly intended for the new-old house market. Still others offer choices that may help fill in the missing chinks in your old-house armor.

These whole-house suites often include items that you might not think of as traditional hardware, such as refrigerator pulls, shower rods, house numbers, or decorative clavos and heavy strap hinges for the garage.

That’s not to say every bit of brass, iron, or bronze in the house has to match exactly. The most sophisticated suites offer opportunities to draw from the same or similar lines to create varied looks that are still consistent. When you can choose from three or four back plates and seven or eight different knobs in a single style and finish, the result is 20 or more possible combinations—all from a “matching” suite.

That gives you a chance to do what your home’s original builder did: go from fancy to simple as you work your way from the entry hall and living room to bedrooms and utility areas. Use the most stylish combination for the entry set and a slightly simpler variation for first-floor passage sets. Hardware for cabinetry and built-ins can support highly decorative looks, while it’s historically correct to install the plainest passage sets on upper floors.

In the kitchen and baths, go high style or low with coordinating towel rods, cabinet pulls and other accessories. If the suite doesn’t have the look you have in mind, other makers may offer that pull or hinge in the style you want, in a material and finish that’s a close match for the rest of the suite. Whether you are outfitting a house with completely new hardware or just filling in missing bits, be sure to use quality antiques or reproductions, and you’ll give the old place the sparkle of true period décor. [sources continued on page 80]

CLOCKWISE: (from top left) Pieces from Baldwin Hardware’s new Baldwin Bronze suite begin at the front door and carry throughout the house; the bronze Art Nouveau suite from Signature Hardware; cabinet pulls and knobs in the Metropolitan Series from LB Brass; S.A. Baxter’s Streamline-influenced Stepped suite; reproduction Eastlake screen door hardware from Van Dyke’s Restorers; and cabinet hardware from the Rustic Patina line from Smith Woodworks & Design.
Building the New Old Home since 1969

Beautiful, durable and affordable tradition based homes, factory built with exquisite detail, shipped directly to your home site. Call us today for a full color catalog of home plans, pricing and your guide to building a new home.

CONNOR HOMES
(802) 382-9082
www.connorbuilding.com
connorbuilding@connorbuilding.com
Middlebury, Vermont
Leesburg, Virginia

Helping People Build Beautiful Country Places Since 1974!

Early New England Home Designs, Llc.
Designs for: Additions Renovations New Old Homes

ENEHD, Llc.
Joseph Perry
27 Shady Lane
Nashua, NH
03062
Tel: 603 521-8201
Justin Minda
FM Studio
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Providence, RI
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FINE POST & BEAM
Carriage Houses, Garden Sheds & Country Barns
Hebron, Connecticut - www.countrycarpenters.com 860.228.2276

Designs from our Colonial Era to those of the New Nation
REPLACEMENT HARDWARE
(Antique, Reproduction, Restoration)

- AL BAR WILMETTE PLATERS (800) 300-6762, albarwilmette.com Historic hardware restoration and salvaged door hardware
- ANTIQUE HARDWARE & HOME (877) 823-7567, antiquehardware.com Wide range of period reproductions
- EUGENIA'S ANTIQUE HARDWARE (770) 458-1677, eugeniasantiquehardware.com Vintage entry hardware
- HISTORIC HOUSEPARTS (888) 559-2329, historichouseparts.com Vintage and reproduction door and cabinet hardware
- HOUSE OF ANTIQUE HARDWARE (888) 223-2545, hoah.biz Full complement of period reproductions
- LIZ'S ANTIQUE HARDWARE (323) 939-4403, lahardware.com Antique, vintage, and reproduction hardware
- MATERIALS UNLIMITED (800) 299-9462, materialsunlimited.com Vintage and reproduction
- OLD ROSE HARDWARE CO. (800) 508-0022, oldrosehardware.com Working parts for antique hardware sets; cabinet pulls and knobs
- OLDE GOOD THINGS (888) 551-7333, oldegoodthings.com Vintage and antique hardware
- REJUVENATION (888) 401-1900, rejuvenation.com Authentic reproductions of early-20th-century door hardware
- VAN DYKE'S RESTORERS (800) 558-1234, vandykes.com Full line of reproduction door and cabinet hardware
- VINTAGE HARDWARE & LIGHTING (360) 379-9030, vintagehardware.com Antique and reproduction hardware of all kinds

The Kensington cabinetry suite from Notting Hill Decorative Hardware.

These whole-house suites often include items that you might not think of as traditional hardware, such as refrigerator pulls, shower rods, or heavy strap hinges for the garage.

ENTRY SUITES & more

- ACORN MANUFACTURING (800) 835-0121, acornmfg.com Hand-forged iron builder's hardware
- BALDWIN HARDWARE (800) 566-1986, baldwinhardware.com Traditional door and cabinet hardware
- BALL AND BALL (800) 257-3711, ballandball.com Reproduction 17th- and 18th-century brass and iron hardware
- CHARLESTON HARDWARE CO. (866) 958-8626, charlestonhardwareco.com Historic Charleston Reproduction suites; antique hardware
- CHRISTOPHER THOMSON IRONWORKS (575) 421-2645, ctiron.com Custom entry hardware
- CROWN CITY HARDWARE (800) 960-1047, restoration.com Extensive line of antique hardware reproductions in brass, crystal, and iron
- FINESSE DESIGN (603) 283-0290, finessedesign.com Suites in pewter
- FRANK ALLART & CO. (888) 582-9110, frankallart.com Authentic 1920s and Art Deco designs
- GRANDEUR BY NOSTALGIC WAREHOUSE (800) 522-7336, grandeur-nw.com Traditional and vintage-style door hardware
- HAMILTON SINKLER (212) 760-3377, hamiltonsinkler.com Sand-cast, solid bronze entry hardware
- HERITAGE HARDWARE (505) 438-1864, heritagehardware.net Black, pewter, and oil-rubbed bronze suites for door, cabinet, bath
- HERITAGE METALWORKS (610) 518-3999, heritage-metalworks.com Reproduction architectural hardware to order
- HICKORY HARDWARE (877) 556-2918, hickoryhardware.com Period-inspired cabinet hardware
- HISTORIC HOUSEFITTERS (800) 247-4111, historichousefitters.com Hand-forged iron, brass, and porcelain, and forged iron hardware
- KAYNE & SON CUSTOM HARDWARE (828) 667-8868, customforgedhardware.com Hand-forged interior and exterior hardware
- KNOBS & HARDWARE (800) 496-5088, knobsandhardware.com Door and cabinet hardware in many styles
- KNOBWORKS VERMONT (866) 431-1889, knobworks.com Blown glass, lathe-turned wood, milled brass architectural hardware
- LB BRASS (718) 786-8090, l brass.com Wide selection of door and cabinet hardware designs
- LEMONT HARDWARE (603) 283-0263, lemonthardware.com Hammered architectural hardware
- LOUIS FRASER (11) 44-1922-633-511, louisfraser.co.uk Decorative hardware in antique pewter through hand-rubbed bronze, from entries to gate latches
- MICHAEL M. COLDREN CO. (410) 287-2082, coldrencompany.com Hand-forged 19th- and 20th-century hardware
- NOSTALGIC WAREHOUSE (800) 522-7336, nostalgicwarehouse.com Door hardware in classic styles
- OMNIA INDUSTRIES (973) 239-7272, omniaindustries.com Solid brass door hardware
- ROCKY MOUNTAIN HARDWARE (888) 788-2013, rockymountainhardware.com Historically correct hardware from entry sets to cabinet knobs
Tulip knob
Knobworks

Vermont

Jr de Lys plate by
Nifty Knob

HISTORIC HOUSEFITTERS CO.

HAND-FORGED IRON HARDWARE
- Thumblatches – Interior & Exterior
- Strap Hinges & Pintles
- Hearth Equipment
- Barn & Gate Hardware
- Custom Forge Work
- Machine Forged Hardware
- Large Inventory

Also, the finest in Hand-Made Lanterns,
Sconces & Chandeliers, Door Knob &
Levers, Pewter, Tin, Redware & Much More!

Send $5.00 for our 64-page color catalog.
P.O. Box 26, Dept. 6098
Brewster, N.Y. 10509
800-247-4111
www.historichousefitters.com

VERSAILLES BRASS

HAND-FORGED IRON HARDWARE
- Thumblatches – Interior & Exterior
- Strap Hinges & Pintles
- Hearth Equipment
- Barn & Gate Hardware
- Custom Forge Work
- Machine Forged Hardware
- Large Inventory

Send $5.00 for our 64-page color catalog.
P.O. Box 26, Dept. 6098
Brewster, N.Y. 10509
800-247-4111
www.historichousefitters.com
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Easy to Install Wainscoting Kits

ELITE MOULDINGS

WWW.ELITETRIMWORKS.COM
905-760-1665

Circle no. 862

Craftsmen

ARTS IN RESIDENCE collection

Make your own history with this
vintage-style door set, inspired
by designs from the very best
historical Craftsman homes.

nobilusluxury.com
[435] 744.0400
for your nearest dealer
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OLD-HOUSE INTERIORS 81
WIDE SELECTION OF TIMELESS
AND FUNCTIONAL TURN-OF-THE-CENTURY
INDUSTRIAL DESIGNS

Pullely-Lights.com
1-866-320-8228

Traditional and industrial lighting
from the 1840's to the modern era.

More than 700 items
on our website.

New items
added weekly.

VINTAGE LIGHTING

www.PWVintagelighting.com 1-866-561-3158
2 State Rd., Great Barrington, MA 01230
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MISSION WOODWORKING

Innovative, Affordable
and Beautiful Covers for
concealing existing fully
functional baseboard heat.

Call or Email Now
for more information on this creative
solution to your decorating needs.

Ask about our discounts

PATENT PENDING

502 Kesco Drive • Bristol, IN 46507 • ph 877.848.5697 ext. 5 • fx 574.848.7897
email sales@missionwoodworking.com • www.missionwoodworking.com/mwl
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Direct from the Designers and Makers
AFFORDABLE & ELEGANT ... SINCE 1935

King's Chandelier

www.chandelier.com

Original designs & reproductions.
Custom design available.

729 S. Van Buren Rd., Eden NC 336-623-6188 - catalog available

Call the crystal chandelier experts!

We ship insured!

Circle no. 334

SHAKER WORKSHOPS

SHAKER

Since 1970, we've been making
measured reproductions of
original Shaker furniture &
oral boxes — right here in
the USA. Large selection
of replacement Shaker
chair tapes.

Call now for free catalog
1-800-840-9121

SHAKER WORKSHOPS
Box 8001-HN
Asheburnham, MA 01430

www.shakerworkshops.com/hn
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Circle no. 410
65,000+
Decorative Building Products
Lowest Prices... Widest Selection... All From Stock!

- Interior/Exterior Architectural Mouldings & Millwork
- Stamped Steel & Polymer
- Ceiling Tiles • Knobs & Pulls • Furniture & Cabinet Components • Brass Tubing & Fittings • Balustrading • Wainscoting
- Period & Contemporary Hardware
- Columns & Capitals • Wrought Iron Components • Wall Coverings • Kitchen & Bathroom Accessories • Fireplace Surrounds • Lighting • Stock & Custom Wood Carvings • FauxStone Panels
- Decorative Ceiling Beams... and so much more!

1,000+ Page Catalog!
Catalog Requests • Sales & Product Information
1-888-772-1400 1-800-835-4400
New Jersey • Arizona • Canada
www.Outwater.com

Circle no. 365

CENTURY
Decorative Building Products
ANTIQUES AND DESIGN SHOW
SAN DIEGO

Southern California's Premier Event
Celebrating the Design Styles of the 20th Century
- Arts and Crafts - Modernism - Art Deco
- Mission - Art Nouveau - Monterey - Spanish Colonial

November 21, 22, and 23, 2008
Del Mar, California
WWW.CENTURYOFSTYLE.COM
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Hand Crafted Tile

Meredith®
COLLECTION
Ironwork Since 1996

330.484.1656 • fax: 330.484.9380 • www.meredithtile.com

Circle no. 25
Paying a VISIT

Madison, Indiana
Limestone bluffs and the Ohio River frame picturesque Madison, an old riverboat port founded in 1809. Antiques dealers fill the district, and a brick river walk leads visitors to touring riverboats. A stroll through the city’s hilly streets provides glimpses of lush gardens around grand old homes.

I moved to Madison in 2007, on my retirement from the U.S. Navy, with my wife Caryl. Madison is strategically located in the triangle formed by Indianapolis, Cincinnati, and Louisville. Today, appreciation for historic preservation has brought new life to the city of 12,500. The entire downtown, 133 blocks, is listed in the National Register.

Madison is the only city in the country that owns its very own hydroplane race boat, the Miss Madison, subject of the 2001 movie “Madison.” Hollywood chose the city before, too, for 1958’s “Some Came Running,” starring Frank Sinatra and Shirley MacLaine. Our motto is “Come for a visit, stay for a lifetime.” Visit madisoncamerunning.com

—RODNEY LIPTAK

Caryl and I purchased this house, which had been a bed-and-breakfast inn in recent years, and have been working on all 3100 square feet since June 2007. I just finished the laundry room in the basement. We’d lived on a 50-acre farm in Maryland and moved here for my wife’s job at the hospital. (And I just opened up Hoofs, Woofs and Whiskers, a gift store for lovers of horses, dogs, and cats, on Main Street: hoofswoofsandwhiskers.com) If you are moving from a farm to the city, make sure you buy a big old house with lots of projects, so you won’t get bored with the farm work. This ca. 1864 Italianate house was built by local merchant, banker, and real-estate mogul Richard Johnson as a wedding present for his son John and his bride, Laura Kunkler. Then in 1899, it was bought by Marcus Sulzer, a respected political figure and legal mind. One of Madison’s most brilliant and reliable citizens. —

LEFT: Besides a large crop of distinguished Italianate houses, Madison has buildings dating to 1817: brick Federals and I-houses, Greek Revivals, the occasional brick Queen Anne, plus Shotgun-bungalow rows and Tudor Revival cottages.

ABOVE: A Victorian-era iron fence is just one of many special features of the Liptaks’ home in Madison. BELOW: The interior boasts classical woodwork and architectural elements of the 1
COLONIAL PERIOD WOODEN BLINDS
Free Brochure • Authentic Design • Free Measure Guide
Show off your windows with high quality, custom fabricated wooden blinds. Delivered to your door in 4 to 6 weeks, at a cost comparable to generic blinds.

AMERICANA
800-269-5697
www.shutterblinds.com

Coppa Woodworking, Inc.
1231 Paraiso Ave., San Pedro, CA 90731
310.548.4142 www.coppawoodworking.com
DECO PLANETS

I have searched for the source of the pendant globe lamps in the cover picture and on page 55 [August 2008]. Can you tell me if these are available for purchase, or are they custom lights?

—MONA McGoRvin
San Diego, Calif.

They are most definitely vintage, as is all the furniture and most other lighting in the house. You can see why the owners decorated a room around those unique lamps!

I looked at a few reproduction Deco lines and found nothing like those planetary orbs—though there is nice stuff, reasonably priced. Rejuvenation [rejuvenation.com] has classic Art Deco fixtures and a new mid-century line, Satellite Modern, which might appeal to you [satellitemodern.com].

If you do an online search for Art Deco lighting you’ll be directed mostly to antique fixtures. There is a lot out there; didn’t see any true orbs, though. Vintage Home Lighting [vintagehomelighting.com] has an especially good selection of antique Deco lighting. The shapes and colors are wonderful. Good luck! —P. POORE

IMAGINE my joy when I saw the two Deco chairs upholstered in a fabric very close to the one I chose for my first project! [“Art Deco,” August 2008, p. 50] I am learning to trust my eye. The first Art Deco piece I ever bought is a vanity with drawer pulls that float on black Bakelite circles and look like Saturn. I’ve got quite a bit of sewing going on now, including “crazy quilt” embellished drapery panels inspired by a photo in OH! about vintage lampshades. I am forbidden to buy any more sofas . . . I am after some tables with blue mirrored glass.

I am currently studying the Susan Day book on Art Deco carpets and rugs right now—can’t buy a rug without that guide! Collecting brings me a lot of joy, even when I am not spending a lot, and I have been doing this for only about three years.

—LYNELL ROBERTSON
(Dec0gir)
Seattle, Wash.

SHRUB SHENANIGANS

FIRST, I love this magazine, and I’m delighted it’s published here in Massachusetts! Kudos to you all for superb editorial coverage, inspirational photography, and wonderful advertising. Second . . . you’ve got an incorrect caption on page 61 of the October 2008 issue [“Old-Fashioned Stalwarts”]. The yellow-flowered plant is certainly not Hydrangea paniculata. Actually, the plant is correctly identified on page 62: Ribes odoratum (clove currant). Thought you should know in case someone inquires.

—LOVE ALBRECHT HOWARD
Garden Designer, Hingham, Mass.

Thanks for your careful reading. Actually, the caption is correct, it’s the photo that’s wrong! You noticed the photo appears again later: our prepress house manually swapped in the hi-res version (twice). (The missing photo, shown left, has a hydrangea in front of an Italianate house.) —P. POORE
There was a time when master craftsmen signed their work with pride knowing each furnishing would become a cherished heirloom and antique. Scottsdale Art Factory carries on this tradition!

Free full color catalog
1-800-292-0008
(Re redeemable deposit required)

Investment quality signature Art

Designs limited only by your imagination

All items are handmade in the U.S.A. by Scottsdale Art Factory, LLC.

www.artfactory.com
Experience the Olde Century Colors Difference

Keep the charm alive and recapture the glow of the past with the quality and selection of the present.

Olde Century Colors, Inc.
54020 Andrews Ave.
New Carlisle, IN, 46552
Tel. (800) 222-3092

Olde Century Colors (Canada)
Elmira Ontario, Canada N3B 2C7
Tel (866) 789-7087

Dealer Inquiries Welcomed

Who needs bulbs?

Lehman’s is your source for authentic, non-electric lighting for your period home.

These rich colors are thoughtfully selected for the careful restoration of historic architecture, furniture and craft projects

for more information:
www.oldecenturycolors.com

Heartwood Pine

Specialist in the art of reclaimed heartpine since 1982

celebrating 26 Years

HeartwoodPine.com

1.800.524.7463 heartwoodpine.com

WWW.Lehmans.com/OHI

One Lehman Circle, P.O. Box 270,
Kidron, OH 44636
(in the heart of Amish Country)
Ph: 888-438-5346
Open every day except Sunday.
### Design Center Sourcebook

The definitive guide to period home products. Ten categories: 250 full-color pages. $19.95, includes shipping.

**Sherry Bernie Designs in Glass**
**Ephraim Faience Pottery**
**SR Design**
**Textillery Weavers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Sherry Bernie Designs in Glass</strong></th>
<th><strong>Ephraim Faience Pottery</strong></th>
<th><strong>SR Design</strong></th>
<th><strong>Textillery Weavers</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Fused Glass and Recycled Art</em></td>
<td><em>It’s More Than Pottery. It’s a Lifestyle</em></td>
<td><em>Couture Home Fashions in Fabric and Stained Glass</em></td>
<td><em>Classic Design. Modern Materials</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recycled and functional glass art.</td>
<td>Limited edition Arts &amp; Crafts pottery created by a small group of talented artisans in their Wisconsin studio.</td>
<td>Custom designed fabric, floorcloths and totes made in America. Gift certificates available. See website for more details.</td>
<td>Finely crafted gifts from one of America’s oldest tile companies of the modern era. Choose a single tile or design a fireplace or bathroom. Check out our beautiful gift tiles on Etsy at lesperancetile.etsy.com.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shown: Gaché “Glas” and much more. Recycled glass cutting boards, lamps and wind chimes. Custom orders welcome.</td>
<td>Shown: Father Christmas.</td>
<td>Shown: Ginger Takahashi creates one-of-a-kind luminary art. Inspired by the love of heirloom lighting, these unique lampshades are handcrafted using antique and vintage textiles, as well as hand-beaded fringe and period lamp bases.</td>
<td>Designer Ginger Takahashi creates one-of-a-kind luminary art. Inspired by the love of heirloom lighting, these unique lampshades are handcrafted using antique and vintage textiles, as well as hand-beaded fringe and period lamp bases.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**L’Esperance Tile Works**

Dedicated to the Art and Preservation of Handmade Tile

Finely crafted gifts from one of America’s oldest tile companies of the modern era. Choose a single tile or design a fireplace or bathroom. Check out our beautiful gift tiles on Etsy at lesperancetile.etsy.com.

**Di Bella Luce**

Unique Handcrafted Lampshades

Designer Ginger Takahashi creates one-of-a-kind luminary art. Inspired by the love of heirloom lighting, these unique lampshades are handcrafted using antique and vintage textiles, as well as hand-beaded fringe and period lamp bases.

**L’Esperance Tile Works**

Dedicated to the Art and Preservation of Handmade Tile

Finely crafted gifts from one of America’s oldest tile companies of the modern era. Choose a single tile or design a fireplace or bathroom. Check out our beautiful gift tiles on Etsy at lesperancetile.etsy.com.

**Di Bella Luce**

Unique Handcrafted Lampshades

Designer Ginger Takahashi creates one-of-a-kind luminary art. Inspired by the love of heirloom lighting, these unique lampshades are handcrafted using antique and vintage textiles, as well as hand-beaded fringe and period lamp bases.

**Textillery Weavers**

Classic Design. Modern Materials

In this changing world, Textillery hand weaves the ultimate adult security blanket in Bloomington, Indiana. Traditional technique with contemporary flair, woven with bamboo, cotton and rayon.

**Mary Myers Studio**

An American Folk Artist

Hand carved and hand painted nutcrackers. Artist Mary Myers is celebrating the making of 6,000 nutcrackers, one at a time, in America. Shown: Father Christmas $170.

**Textillery Weavers**

Classic Design. Modern Materials

In this changing world, Textillery hand weaves the ultimate adult security blanket in Bloomington, Indiana. Traditional technique with contemporary flair, woven with bamboo, cotton and rayon.

**Textillery Weavers**

Classic Design. Modern Materials

In this changing world, Textillery hand weaves the ultimate adult security blanket in Bloomington, Indiana. Traditional technique with contemporary flair, woven with bamboo, cotton and rayon.

**Textillery Weavers**

Classic Design. Modern Materials

In this changing world, Textillery hand weaves the ultimate adult security blanket in Bloomington, Indiana. Traditional technique with contemporary flair, woven with bamboo, cotton and rayon.
Carreaux du Nord
Fine Handmade Art Tile
Visit the Carreaux du Nord studio website to see the collection of charming and distinctive art tiles and handcrafted mantel clocks for perfect gift giving.

Patricia Burling/WillowWeave
Custom Work is My Specialty
Handwoven throws with mohair, silk, wool, and rayon, brushed for softness, color blended for a rich, full-textured appearance. Visit our website for custom handwoven rugs and other inspiring work.

Carl Radke, Phoenix Studios
Beautiful Hand Blown Luster Glass
Master glass artist Carl Radke has been making quality blown glass for 38 years. Extraordinary gifts from scent bottles to floor lamps.

Emu Tile
Nature-Inspired Stoneware Tiles in the Arts & Crafts Tradition
Let Emu Tile bring the outdoors into your indoor life. For temporary or permanent installation. Choose from over a hundred designs and ten glazes. Handmade in Ohio.

Rennie & Rose
Makers of Fine Tapestry Goods
Table runners, place mats, pillows, bed scarves, and throw blankets in the Art Nouveau and Arts & Crafts styles, including Frank Lloyd Wright and Motawi Tileworks. Made in USA.

Arts & Crafts Tile.com
Handmade Art Tile, Gifts and Fine Wood Frames
Please visit our online gallery to find exquisite handmade art tile from Motawi, Pewabic, and Porteous (as shown above). Featuring Dard Hunter frames and fine gift items.

Bucks County Soapstone
Setting the Standards in Soapstone
Remember the laundry sink in Grandma's basement, the one that could handle anything? We have recreated it and improved it for your laundry room. Visit our website to see more of our handcrafted sinks and countertops.

Taliesin Bookstore
Your Online Source for Frank Lloyd Wright Gifts
Furniture, lighting, garden sculptures and home accessories designed or inspired by America's most influential architect, Frank Lloyd Wright.

(920) 553-5303
2501 Washington St.
Two Rivers, WI 54241
carreauxdunord.com

(203) 268-4794
37 Wells Road
Monroe, CT 06468
patriciaburling.com

(805) 462-8893
PO Box 1474
Templeton, CA 93465
carlradke.com

(920) 553-5303
2501 Washington St.
Two Rivers, WI 54241
carreauxdunord.com

(805) 462-8893
PO Box 1474
Templeton, CA 93465
carlradke.com

Emu Tile.com
(330) 871-4010
PO Box 166
Kent, OH 44240
emutile.com

(949) 276-8278
10arfield Farm
Udera Ranch, CA 92694
artsandcraftstile.com

(949) 276-8278
10arfield Farm
Udera Ranch, CA 92694
artsandcraftstile.com

(877) 588-7900
5607 Highway C
Spring Green, WI 53588
taliesinbookstore.com

Bucks County Soapstone.com
(215) 249-8381
1199 Blue School Road
Perkasie, PA 18944
buckscountysoapstone.com
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Stillwater Porcelain
Beautiful Gifts of Nature
Stunning gifts of branches, berries, and flowers on exquisite porcelain plates and serving dishes. Realistic textures come right out of the piece. Dishwasher-safe. Visit our website for convenient online shopping. (415) 625-8250 50 State Street Hawthorne, MA 01093 stillwaterporcelain.com

Jonathan's® Spoons
The Original and World Renowned Wild Cherry Spoons
From the hand of the craftsman, for the hand of the chef. Jonathan’s® Wild Cherry Spoons, the leader in wooden spoon design. Every spoon is crafted in America. (800) 776-6853 3716 Rte. 737 Kempton, PA 19529 woodspoon.com

Rocheford Handmade Tile
Decorative House Numbers in Handmade Tile
Our handmade terra cotta tile and house signs are available in various architectural styles and with many color options. Order with or without mounting holes or purchase one of our wooden frames or wrought iron lawn stakes. (612) 824-6216 3335 Garfield Ave. South Minneapolis, MN 55408 housenumbertiles.com

Archive Edition Textiles
Your Source for Fine Woven Fabrics in the Arts & Crafts Spirit
Handbags, Christmas stockings, runners, placemats, pillows, bedspreads, and drapery custom-made to your unique specifications. You dream it, we can make it. All fabric available by the yard. (877) 676-2424 12575 Crenshaw Blvd. Hawthorne, CA 90250 archiveteditions.com

Farmhouse Wares
Clean, Simple, Comfortable Living
Rediscover the easy charm of country living with Farmhouse Wares. Our fresh approach to home and garden decor has an inviting vintage feel with an eco-friendly twist. (866) 567-7958 PO Box 152 Whatley, MA 01093 farmhousewares.com

Mitchell Andrus Studios
Quality is in the Details
Mission-style wall mirrors, medicine cabinets, doorbells, wall shelves, and mantels are just a few of the products that are made to your order. Pictured: Stickley-design inlay wall plaque. (908) 647-7442 68 Central Ave. Stirling, NJ 07980 missionfurnishings.com

Ida Lindsey China Co.
Fine Hand Painted Porcelain
Tea sets, vases, platters, and other porcelain pieces in a range of Art Nouveau and Deco styles reflecting the sentiments of the Arts & Crafts Movement. (866) 365-2505 230 Inca Parkway Boulder, CO 80303 idalindseychina.com

Jennifer Wentzel Designs
Handcrafted Gold & Silver Jewelry Inspired by Architecture
Providing a unique line of architecturally inspired jewelry, artfully cast and hand fabricated from precious metals and set with a variety of semi-precious stones. Custom designs available. (216) 702-3384 1672 Jennifer Drive Twinsburg, OH 44087 jenniferwentzeldesigns.com
**Arts & Crafts Press**
Fine Letterpress Cards and Blockprints


(360) 871-7707
3085 Buckingham Dr. SE
Port Orchard, WA 98366
artsandcraftspress.com

**Cape Cod Lanterns**
Handcrafted in the Cape Cod Tradition by New England Craftsmen

Quality, handcrafted brass and copper wall lanterns, post lanterns, chandeliers, sconces, and landscape lighting, as well as solid Western Red Cedar lamp posts. Gift certificates available.

(877) 794-5337
309 Orleans Rd.
North Chatham, MA 02650
capecodlanterns.com

**Terra Mare Antiques**
Antique Ceramics, Art Pottery and Decorative Arts

Unique gifts of antique decorative arts with themes drawn from nature. Bring green into your home with beautiful tabletop designs in Art Nouveau, Aesthetic, Arts & Crafts, and Victorian styles.

(646) 824-0995
200 W. 58th Street
New York, NY 10019
terramareantiques.com

**Kelly Marshall Custom Woven Interiors**
Hand Woven Textiles Combining Art and Function for the Home

Great gifts for the holidays or to decorate your home. Arts & Crafts and traditional designs in table runners, place mats, throws, and rugs.

(612) 788-7800
1500 NE Jackson St., #386
Minneapolis, MN 55413
kellymarshall.com

**Sassafrass Pottery**
Pottery Created in the Spirit of the Arts & Crafts Movement

Give the gift of handcrafted, meticulously decorated, one-of-a-kind pottery. Go online for a wide selection of tiles, vases, and functional ware decorated with landscapes and animal motifs.

(626) 230-6661
San Gabriel, CA 91775
sassafrasspottery.com

**Motawi Tileworks**
Contemporary Hand Painted Tiles in the Arts & Crafts Tradition

Art tile adds beauty to your life. Motawi tileworks creates handmade, historically informed art tile. 6” x 8” Montana de Oro tile shown here on an easel.

(734) 213-0017
170 Enterprise Drive
Ann Arbor, MI 48103
motawi.com

**Victorian Elegance**
Light Up Your Life With Vintage Lampshades

Victorian Elegance creates lighting works of art. See us for custom lampshades and supplies. We also carry laces along with Victorian/Edwardian craft dyes. See our extensive selection online at victorianladiesandlaces.com.

(866) 858-0810
5871 Birmingham Place
Chilliwack, BC, Canada V2R 3G1
myvictorianelegance.com

**Grand Prairie Woodworks**
Furniture and Accessories in the Arts & Crafts Style

Arts & Crafts style cutting boards by master builder of Craftsman furniture. Boards are made of American hardwood with no dyes, so the colors are natural wood tones. All boards are finished with mineral oil and are meant to be used.

(708) 798-5223
17938 Homewood Avenue
Homewood, IL 60430
grandprairiewoodworks.com
The Maine Blanket
Local Warming! Get Body Heat? Get Wool
Antique looms and New England wool preserve a tradition of self-reliance that WILL bring you warmth for generations. The Affordable Heirloom: For a Future with a Pasture.
(207) 845-2587
45 Hopkins Road
Washington, ME 04574
getwool.com

Dard Hunter Studios
Original Dard Hunter Design Holiday Gifts
Continuing the legacy of Dard Hunter, offering Iris and Rose motif entrance mats for $38 each or two for $70. Size 20" by 30". Made in the USA. Shop online for a complete selection of gift ideas.
(740) 379-3100
125 W. Water Street
Chillicothe, OH 45601
dardhunter.com

Retro Redheads
Home Decor for the Modern Gal and Dapper Guy
Retro Redheads vintage-era shop carries a full line of home decor, kitchen linens, and ceramics, both vintage and vintage inspired. Visit our website for great holiday gift ideas.
(978) 857-8898
3 Clinton Avenue
Chelmsford, MA 01824
retro-redheads.com

Season's at Calmore
Antiques and Unique Gifts for Home and Garden
Specializing in culinary items, white ironstone, lighting, prints, textiles and more. A pleasing mix of European and American 19th C. furniture. Visit our two story barn with attached English greenhouse in the center of historic Dunstable, MA or visit us online.
(715) 882-4900
N405S Red Pine Drive
White Lake, WI 54491
gallenbergstudio.com

Charleston Gardens
Classic Furnishings for the Garden and Home
American craftsmen built this handsome birdhouse of PVC construction, topped by a bright copper roof. For other bird houses, holiday gift ideas, and classic furnishings Charleston Gardens is the source to know.
(800) 469-0118
650 King Street
Charleston, SC 29403
charlestongardens.com

Cape Cod Weathervane Co.
Onion Lanterns From Cape Cod!
Our lanterns are meticulously handcrafted from copper and brass, with hand-blown glass. Lifetime warranty and free shipping. Custom orders available.
(800) 460-1477
379 Iyannough Road, Unit 5R
Hyaniss, MA 02601
capecodweathervanes.com

The Gleaner Antiques
Antiques and Collectibles
Established in 1987, our focus has always been on quality country furniture and accessories. Visit our shop or shop online for creative and inspiring vignettes. You'll love our large, ever-changing inventory.
(419) 281-2849
1488 County Road 99S
Ashland, OH 44805
gleanerantiques.net

Gallenberg Studio
Specializing in Greene & Greene Design
Fine custom woodworking, design/build. Award-winning superior craftsmanship. Highly sought-after Greene & Greene design for furnishings and extraordinary remodeling.
(715) 882-4900
N405S Red Pine Drive
White Lake, WI 54491
gallenbergstudio.com

OLD-HOUSE INTERIORS 95
WOODSTONE
Specializing in the Finest
Custom Pegged Mortise & Tenon
Wood Windows, Doors and Architectural Millwork
Since 1978
800.682.8223
www.woodstone.com

HANDMADE HOUSE NUMBER TILES
Visit our web site to see all of our ceramic tile house numbers, colors and accent tiles.
www.housenumbertiles.com

ROCHEFORD HANDMADE TILE
Minneapolis, Minnesota • 612-824-6216 • Fax 612-821-8825

AK Specializing in Service and Dependability Exteriors
High Profit Potential
Your wholesale source and manufacturer of cast aluminum lighting, fixtures, and furniture. We reproduce original cast iron parts, build molds, and specialize in custom work.
Write for our catalog featuring illustrations of more than 160 of our available products ($4.00 fee).
298 Leisure Lane
Clint, TX 79836
800-253-9837 Fax: 915-886-2890
www.akexteriors.com

CLASSIC GUTTER SYSTEMS, L.L.C.
• Heavy duty copper, aluminum and galvalume half round
• Up to 26’ shipped nationally
• Buy direct

24 styles of cast facia brackets
Ph. (269) 665-2700 Fax. (269) 665-1234
P.O. Box 2139 • Kalamazoo, MI 49003
For complete line visit www.classicgutters.com
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Have You Seen Our Other Publications?

Our Arts & Crafts Homes quarterly celebrates the revival of quality and craftsmanship. Each issue is a portfolio of the best work in new construction, restoration, and interpretive design, presented through intelligent writing and beautiful photographs. There's lots of expert advice for those building, renovating, or furnishing a home in the A&C spirit. To subscribe for just $24 per year, call (800) 967-3462, or visit artsandcraftshomes.com

Now in its fifth year, Early Homes is a b-i annual special edition that focuses on the period 1700-1850 and its revivals, including Colonial and Neoclassical design. Each issue contains lavish photos and plenty of product sources. Complete your collection today. Order Early Homes issues for $6.95 each, shipping included.

Our Design Center Sourcebook is the definitive guide to period-inspired home products—a well-illustrated book chock-full of dependable sources.

The market for period-inspired products is bigger than ever before, and more sophisticated. If you're new to this kind of architectural and interior decorating, consider purchasing the Design Center Sourcebook. It's 250 pages of beautiful period products in full color, with editorial guidance, articles, and company listings, all nice and linear. It's great for introductory browsing, and you can take it along to stores or client meetings. Fill out the coupon, or order online at: designcentersourcebook.com $19.95 includes shipping.

Mail this coupon with check or credit card information to: Old-House Interiors, 108 East Main Street, Gloucester, MA 01930
My wife and I fell in love with Grafton, Vermont, when we came here to put an addition on a client’s house. I work as a builder and cabinetmaker of 18th-century reproductions. When we decided to stay, we went to Stanley Schuler’s Old New England Homes [Schiffer, 1999]. My wife loved the bowed-roof Cape built by Jabez Wilder around 1690.

I kept the house as close to the original as possible, albeit with such subtle changes as putting a transom over the door (instead of setting the bull’s-eye glass into the door itself). I made pilasters that match those in the old photograph. My front parlor is nearly identical to the Wilder parlor, but with a paneled girt (beam) casing. The strangest thing: after I was done with the corner cupboard, I found a picture of the Wilder cupboard in one of the White Pine Series of monographs. The one I’d built was almost identical to the original.

All the work (except the chimney) was done by me, every board hand-planed and all moldings made by hand. I put my heart and soul into this place. I get a kick out of people who ask how old the house is. When I say, “five years old,” the look on their faces makes it all worth it. 

—RANDY DISTEFANO
It's all about the finish™...

The Highest Quality ~ The Lowest Toxicity

Sutherland Welles Ltd.®
toll free 800-322-1245
www.tungoilfinish.com
What's your story?
To see over 500 classic American lights and house parts, visit us at rejuvenation.com or call 888-401-1900 for a free catalogue.